THE STORY OF MY LIFE.
To boffin at the beginning, I must begin with my great-great ancestor, Sir Ginger Root. Of
this exalted personage I can »ay but little, ns the records of our family are very meagre. It is
j>lain, however, that Sir Ginger, centuries ago, became domesticated in
China, where his virtues are still preserved and highly extolled by millions
of Chinese. Traces of ills migrations and those of his desoehdants aro
also to be found in Arabia, the East Indies, and nearly every civilized
country on the globe.
I cannot presume to construct the genealogical tree, of whichSir Ginger
was the root. It is sufficient for the purposes of my history to say that
my parents were of the numerous family of ginger roots, ginger beers,
ginger ales, etc. My earliest recollections are associated with the island
of Jamaica, upon which I was born, and, like Bagnct’s children, I was named after the island.
As I look back I find my early life to have been uneventful, but my later years were severely
tried by the coarseness of my father and the weakness of my mother. Truth compels me to
mention the fact that our family had much declined at the period of which I write, und neither
reputation nor prosperity attached to its members. Of myself I may be permitted to say I had
early aspirations of conferring honor on our family, and hence as soon as I grew to manhood I
bade all an affectionate adieu and took passage for Boston, United States. But my reception
was not what I had anticipated. I was coldly received. My claims to the possession of great
healing and restorative properties were doubted or ridiculed. I suffered many privations and
much distress until I met with I)r. Sanford, td whom I told my story. lie examined mo carefully, and putting every one of my assertions to the test, became convinced that I was all that I
claimed to be. In short, he told me I was possessed of the divine gift of healing; tliut I was
born to be the alleviator of much suffering, and that henceforth the world would receive mo at
my true value. I was moved beyond expression at his kinil words and thanked him with tears
in my eyes. It was not long after that he made me acquainted with Aromatics and French
Brandy, whom I soon made a part of myself. The good doctor provided me with an elegant
dress, bestowed igwm me his name, and introduced me to the people of the United .States in »
series of newspaper articles so highly laudatory that I could scarcely refrain from blushing
when confronted with them. However, I worked hard to deservewhat was said of mo and
soon had the satisfaction of obtaining unbounded popularity. I numbered all classes, from the
highest to the lowest, among my friends. I presided with dignity on the side-board of the
President, and was freely closeted with his cabinet. I accompanied members of Congress to
and from the capital and was everywhere to be seen hobnobbing with the great, cheering the
depressed, comforting the weak, quieting the nervous and sleepless, eradicating the curse of
intemperance, and relieving pain and distress wherever I found it. It might be truly said of
me that I was now in everybody’s mouth. No household was satisfied to dispense with my
services. The children grew up with my name on their lips; the parents blessed me,
physicians prescribed me and my praises and rewards were great. I was now rich, court« d
and honored, but I did not forget my benefactor, the good Dr. Hanford. The thousands of
dollars he so freely advanced on me in early life I repaid with interest. I proved that gratitude
was another characteristic of mine, which has led me up to the present moment to deal generously by those who befriended me in adversity.
But I must end this long story lest I weary you. I am now in the prime of life, enjoying the
fruits of my labors. One part of the world is the same to me as another. I am everywhere
and anywhere at the same moment. Htep into any druggist’s or grocer’s store and you will see
me in my neat white wrapper sitting upon a shelf and smiling at the compliments which are
every moment paid me. My equanimity is such that I enjoy every moment of life, and even the
malicious stories of my rivals and the dishonest practices of many unscrupulous counterfeiters
who boldly appropriate my style and language have not been sufficient to ruffle my temper or
make me other than what I always hope and strive to be,
The public’s faithful servant,
HANFORD’S GINGER.
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egotism, we may safely declare that tliis is the most
perfect
popular work ever published on Diseases of
the Skin and Blood. It is the record of several years' praetieu
experience of the results of a new and original plan of treatment,
free from poisonous or irritating elements, which lias proved, in
every climate and nation throughout tile world, the most successful
of all systems of medication yet known. Kvery person, directly
or indirectly interested in the eradication of the most annoying,
insidious, and often loathsome maladies to which the human family is
liable. viz., Diseases of the Skin. Scalp, and Blood, is specially
enjoined to read carefully nod thoughtfully every page of this hook
be fore adopting or advising any form of treatment.
Having anticipated nearly, if not quite, even - phase of disease
and its treatment that could fairly be included in the category of
Blood and Skin Diseases, and having at great expense recorded
and illustrated the same in the most perfect manner ever attempted,
we feel that we have done all that can fairly be expected of us, and
must respectfully decline to further advise, either by letter or otherwise, upon matters contained in this book.
We would invite the special attention of our readers to the
colored illustrations interspersed through this work : knowing that
they excel, in physiological accuracy and artistic execution, any yet
presented to the public, and may be taken as faithful representations of hundreds of eases speedily, permanently, and economically
cured by the C’i;tici'ka Svstk.m, where all other methods of treatment and the best physicians have utterly failed.
WiTiioi'T

and condensed

—

—

FART I.
THE HUMAN SYSTEM IN

HEALTH AND DISEASE.

DISEASES OP THE BLOOD.
Popular sayings and popular ideas are very generally based on popular
error, and lead only too often to popular disaster and suffering. We all
know that a little learning is a dangerous thing,” and that it is far worse to
lie told only half the truth than it is to be left in utter ignorance. A striking
illustration of this fact is to be found in the daily life of all large communities in all parts of the civilized world, in relation to a practical knowledge
by each individual of those .laws of nature by which his very existence is
determined, and on the observance of which his tenure of life depends.
One of these popular but deceptive errors, that has been incessantly
dinned into the public ear for the last century by lecture and by book,
by family physician and travelling mountebank, by scientist and by adventurer, is that “Electricity is Life ; until one half the world has been worried into the belief that a lady has only to provide herself with an electric
belt or pair of bracelets to insure a life as long as Washington’s nurse ; 01’
if a gentleman, that, equipped with a pair of pocket magnets and an electric
chain about his body, he can easily become a second Methuselah.
Happily, however, for the national welfare, there is always to be found a
certain substratum of common-sense in a community which will eventually
overcome all the errors into which credulity and ignorance may for a time
lead them ; and consequently we And that in the first half of the present century, the seeds of intelligent thought sown by Harvey, thé great discoverer
of the theory of the circulation of the blood,” gave rise to a train of ideas
and common-sense deductions which eventuated in setting free the spirit ol
scientific investigation from the trammels of antiquity and superstitious
dogma, and proclaimed to the wondering world the astounding fact that
“

”

“

“THE BLOOD

IS THE

LIFE”;

and that just in proportion as that life-giving fluid was pure or impure, as
it flowed through the veins of the human body, so was the healthy or diseased condition of each individual determined and demonstrated. These
facts were accompanied by such irresistibly convincing proofs that the'
greater portion of the thinking world at once accepted the dogma as a
fundamental truth ; and all modern systems of hygiene and sanitary reform
have nominally, if not practically, acknowledged it as the basis of their

operation.
But still the doctrines and ideas instilled into our minds in the days of
our youth adhere to us with astonishing tenacity, and we are still prone to
believe that what our grandfathers and grandmothers placed reliance in
cannot be so. very far wrong; and so our old-time prejudices and early
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training cause us to shut our eyes to the plain and simple facts which our
every-day life and domestic experiences bring so forcibly to our notice.
Indeed, so strong and convincing have these facts now become that even
the most conservative and prejudiced against “new-fangled notions” are
compelled to acknowledge that
the blood is the life,”
and that the maintenance of that life depends entirely upon the preservation of that blood in its original purity and freedom from poisonous ele“

ments.

THE CIRCULATION OF THE BLOOD THROUGH THE HUMAN
SYSTEM.
In order properly to understand the theory and cause of disease, we must
be practically and intimately acquainted with the structural peculiarities of
the human framework, the laws by which that framework can be maintained in a condition of health, and the conditions which cause derangement of its functions and a suspension of their operation.
Seeing that “the blood is the life,” let us first examine the intricate,
delicate, and complicated machinery by which this fluid is circulated
throughout this wonderful frame of ours. This is called the heart.
THE PRIMARY ELEMENTS OF THE BLOOD.

The heart is the great reservoir of the life fluid. The food, which has
been taken in at the mouth, has been masticated by the teetli ami has
thence been transmitted to the stomach, is there operated upon by the
gastric juices, and by certain influences from material received through
the pores of the skin (which operation will be fully explained in its appropriate place). It then undergoes certain chemical changes, and is formed
into a sort of paste called chyme, or food which has passed through the
preliminary process of digestion. This stomach has two openings, one for
the admission of the food, and the other for it to pass into the duodenum, or
second stomach, where the paste-like substance (a mixture of the food with
the gastric juices) is mixed with other fluids, and converted into a thin,
milk-like fluid called chyle. It is then fitted for general distribution, and is
carried through a series of small veins or blood-vessels in the chest into
a larger vessel (or thoracic duct), situate in the neck, where it undergoes
still further changes, and is thence carried by it to the heart; the remainder
pf the chyle !>eing taken up by smaller blood-vessels to tiie liver, which
acts as a filter, and renders it suitable for building up the tissues and other
parts of the body.
The greater portion of this chyle has now been conveyed to the heart,
which is situate exactly in the centre of the chest, and is covered by the
lungs. This heart is a kind of sack or bag, made of strong muscles, continually contracting and expanding with a regularity (while in a state of
health) which can be most readily compared to the pendulum of a clock,
1
an' which is externally indicated by the beating of the pulse. The heart
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is composed of two cavities, or hollow places, called theauricle (or receiver)
and the ventricle (or holder). The chyle is received into these cavities
from the large vein in the neck of which we have spoken, and is sent, by
meanÿ of the pulmonary artery (a large tube having an entrance into the
right cavity of the heart), through the lungs, and distributed to all parts of
the body. The blood having made its circuit, to carry nourishment or new
building material to every part of the body, is carried again through the
pulmonary veins back to the heart, with the impurities it has collected in
its course (which has changed its original color—red
to blue), where,
coming into contact with the oxygen receiyed through the lungs, it is again
purified and again sent on its mission of nutrition through the S3rstem.
This operation is repeated every half-minute, the heart acting as a forcepump, in taking in and sending out the blood. The pulsation of the heart is
caused by this constant expansion and contraction, and occurs, in a healthy
person, about eighty or ninety times per minute, or five thousand times in
—

every hour.
The next question which occurs tô ips is, What are the component parts
of this blood, and by what means are morbid or poisonous materials introduced? The blood in circulation is by no means uniform in its character,
but when examined by a microscope, is found to consist of a nearly colorless, transparent, alkaline fluid or plasma, in which are multitudes of minute
roundish red bodies, or corpuscles, which float, in it, so small that it would
take one thousand of them placed side by side to extend a quarter of an
inch. Besides these, there are other corpuscles, larger and colorless, and
of irregular shape, which exhibit a marvellous activity, and change their
shape with great rapidity, creeping about as if they were independent

organisms.

RED AXD WHITE BLOOD CORPUSCLES.
These globules or corpuscles, with the plasma or fluid in which they
float, are composed of coloring matter, albumen, fibrin, salts, and water
(the coloring matter being found only in the globules). These globules
are, in fact, only vehicles or carriers by which the fresh supplies of oxygen
received from the lungs are conveyed to the heart, and from thence to the
various tissues composing the human system; the plasma or fluid in which
the corpuscles are contained furnishing the material from which the soft
and muscular parts are nourished, renovated, and repaired.
The quantity of blood in a healthy person of from twenty-one to twentyfive years of age would amount to about thirty pounds, or one fifth of the
entire weight of the body. The more perfect the organization of the
blood, and the higher its power of vitality, the heavier it becomes : lienee
the blood of man is much heavier than that of other animals ; and the blood,
in a diseased condition, loses in weight in exact proportion to the amount
of deterioration it has suffered. Thus, a person who has been some time
sick has not only lost weight from the gradual wasting away of the flesh
and muscle, but the blood has changed in its character; it has become
impoverished, lost its color, and if weighed would be found to have lost

considerably in weight.
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We have now to consider by what means the blood becomes charged with
morbid or poisonous elements; the changes it effects in the human economy; and the influence, direct or indirect, which it exercises on the functions or secretions of the body.

THE BLOOD THE PRIMARY AND ONLY SOURCE OF PRODUCTION AND RENEWAL OF THE FLESH, SKIN, MUCOUS MEMBRANE (OR LINING OF THE BODY), LIGAMENTS, AND BONY
STRUCTURE OF THE HUMAN SYSTEM.
We have seen of what the blood is composed, and how it is circulated
through the great labyrinth of veins which permeate our frame. It is
easily seen, therefore, that unless the material from which the blood is
made is pure, and has been properly assimilated, there will necessarily lx; an
absence of some of the elements indispensably necessary to the healthy
nutrition of the mental and physical organism; and injurious or poisonous
substances will be*introduced into the blood, and disease be the natural and
inevitable consequence. Hence the absolute necessity that the process of
excretion through the pores of the skin and the other excretory organs
should be; kept in a vigorous and active condition, in order that the brokendown and used-up tissue, and all other effete and refuse material of tin;
body (which amounts to about two pounds’ weight in every twenty-four
hours), should lx* discharged and carried off from the body through the
pores of the skin and other excretory organs.

POISONOUS AND MORBID MATERIALS IN THE BLOOD; THEIR
SOURCE; THE CHANGES THEY EFFECT IN THE HUMAN SYSTEM; AND THEIR INFLUENCE, DIRECT AND INDIRECT. ON
THE VARIOUS ANIMAL FUNCTIONS.

There is no class of diseases upon which physicians have differed so
materially as those affecting the blood. Many medical men declare that no
such malady exists ; while others affect not to notice, or are indifferent to

them; and still others argue that the condition of the blood is the effect,
and not the cause.
Notwithstanding these contradictory opinions, howas distinct from other ailments, and acknowledged to
ever, blood diseases
have their origin in the morbid or poisoned condition of the blood
have
developed with unparalleled rapidity during the last quarter of a century,
and arç not only the cause of great suffering and ill health, but, especially
when supplemented by the ignorant and reckless treatment of bigoted practitioners, add considerably to the weekly bills of mortality. In fact, if tinepitaphs in our cemeteries told the truth, the tombstone inscriptions of
seven eighths of the inhabitants of these cities of the dead would read thus :
I was well ; wished to lx; better ; took physic; and here I am.” Hut it is in
the. present and rising generation that the bane fill effects of these neglected
or wrongly treated blood diseases are so painfully visible. Their blighting
Wluence has descended even to the third and fourth generation, and their
—

—

•“
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effects have become so mingled with the very elements of existence as to
aggravate, and render ultimate cure, even of slight ailments,-almost impossible ; transforming the greater part of acute, and what would otherwise
have been only temporary sicknesses, into chronic and incurable maladies.

A

MORBID OR DISEASED CONDITION OF THE BLOOD THE
ORIGIN OF ALL MALADIES TO WllICH THE FLESIl IS HEIR.

The presence of poisonous and morbid conditions in the blood is the
direct cause of cancers, scrofulitic eruptions of the skin, scrofulous swellings, ulcerations, fungous and parasitic growths, functional derangements,
and structural displacements and malformations of the various organs. It
also originates the numerous brain troubles and spinal weaknesses by which
so many thousands become idiotic and crippled, and remain a burden and a
disgrace to the community for the whole of their miserable existence.

THE SPECIAL INFERENCES OF HEALTHY AND IMPURE BLOOI)
ON THE BRAIN

AND THE SPINAL CORD.

The cause of this miserable and disgraceful condition of things is unfortunately too apparent to leave room for doubt even in the most liberal
and impartial mind. In fully nine tenths of the cases in which children
and young persons are found suffering from scrofula, eczema, emaciation,
deficient brain power, or weakened intellect, nervous irritability, spinal disof various kinds, wasting away of the muscular system, and constitutional debility,
in nine tenths of these cases, we most emphatically affirm
that the unfortunate children were born and even conceived with impure,
poisoned blood, and that they inherited from their parents, or even more
remote ancestors, a heritage of woe, misery, and excruciating agony beyond
the power of language adequately to d'escribe. How many thousands of
innocent children are born with a deep-seated, hereditary taint lurking in
their bodies, which, long ere they arrive at the epoch of childhood, develops
into catarrh, cholera infantum, consumption, bronchitis, diphtheria, rheumatism, and a thousand other maladies, the origin of which puzzles the
physician, and should overwhelm the parents and relatives with remorse
and sorrow.
—

THF,

INTIMAIT;

Il ELATION S

BETWEEN

THE

MENTAL

AND

PHYSICAL ORGANISMS.
That there is an intimate and indissoluble sympathy between the mental
and physical organisms cannot be denied.
It' the body be weak and badly
nourished, if the framework be racked with pain, the mind must necessarily'
be bewildered and rendered incapable of healthy action, whether the sufferer be man, woman, or child. The network of nerves which permeates
every section of the body is like the telegraph wire, of which the brain is
the terminus. The poisoned blood, coursing through the system, lias an
immediate influence ou the brain; for, being the seat of the sensory nerves,
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it is the llrst to feel the injurious effects of any derangement of the sister
functions. It has not only to bear the ills peculiar to itself, but It is sympathetically connected with even the most remote sections of the human
organism. If the afflicted person la* suffering from fever or inflammation,
or from local injury or ailment of any kind, causing continued,or acute
pain, delirium, convulsions, or stupor frequently result from the sympathetic-action of the brain. There is not a single known uilment to which
humanity is liable which does not have a proportionate influence in depressing or irritating the mental organism.

THE PROCESS OF DIGESTION, AND HOW IT AFFECTS THE
NUTRITION AND GENERAL CONDITION OF THE ANIMAL
STRUCTURE IN ITS SEVERAL SECTIONS.
Another powerful agent in the dissemination of health or disease throughout the human system is the digestive organism, on which is involved the
ofiice of preparing and assimilating the food prior to its conversion into
the life-giving fluid which we have described. The first process in this
preparation is undertaken by the teeth, of which there are thirty-two, each
composed of three substances a cement, which forms a thin coating on
the fangs of the teeth, and which thickens as life advances ; the dentine,
which resembles bone in its external characteristics, and forms the principal portion of the tooth (it is somewhat softer and looser in texture than
bone, and contains the principal vessels and nerves of the teeth) ; and
thirdly, the enamel, the hardest substance in the human body, which forms
a covering to all that portion of the tooth above the gums. This is a pure
white substance, thickest upon the top of the crown, and gradually growing thinner towards the gum, where it disappears altogether. This enamel
serves as a constant protection to the pulpy and sensitive dentine, being
enveloped besides in a very thin membrane, impregnable by the strongest
acids or alkalies.
As soon as the food reaches the stomach the most important part of the
process of digestion commences, all the previous steps being preliminary.
It is here that persons
fail to masticate their food properly, and act as if
theirstomachs had teeth, in sending it there in an unmasticated, solid state,
suffer all the tortures of dyspepsia. Whenever any solid substance comes
in contact with the inner coating or mucous membrane of the stomach, it
excites the gastric glands to pour out in abundant quantity the gastric
fluids. (We have already described the ofllce of the stomach in the assimilation of the food, and therefore it needs no repetition here.) The gastric
fluid is a transparent liquid slightly thicker than water, and of a perceptibly
acid taste. It possesses the property of coagulating albumen, and of separating the whey or serum from the milk in a very short time, and is
secreted at the rate of seventy ounces per day. This property, however,
is owing to a peculiar organic compound called pepsin, which acts in the
same way as yeast, when the body is at a normal temperature. Herein we
find the origin of gastric fever and dyspepsia in poorly nourished persons,
or those in whom, from insufficient or improper food, the gastric juices
:
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have nothing left to feed upon but the mucous membrane of the stomach.
In fact, gastric fever and marasmus are nothing more nor less than the perverted
operation of the gastric juices, arising directly from the morbid or poisonous
condition of the blood and secretions.

The gastric juices in a healthy and normal condition also possess antiseptic properties, or the power of preventing decay or putrefaction for a
considerable period. These three properties the acid, fermentative, and
antiseptic are of service in the following manner : The acid assists in the
solution of the different materials in the stomach. The pepsin, which constitutes two thirds of the solid materials of the gastric juice, does its office
by establishing the milky fermentation (similar to the changes observed in
milk in hot weather). The antiseptic properties are important, in order to
prevent putrefaction, which would be so liable to be set up among organic
substances in such a condition and at such a temperature as the stomach
usually possesses.
Thus we see that this part of digestion is mainly a chemical affair, though
not entirely so ; since, by experiments carefully conducted by the aid of
solvents in a closed glass vessel, maintaining the same temperature and all
the essentials of the condition of digestion, it has been conclusively proved
that the process goes on very slowly and quite imperfectly, a piece of meat
thus placed taking fully nine hours and a half ; while that in the stomach,
under precisely similar circumstances, was digested in one hour and a
half. The facts we have here detailed indisputably prove that if any poisonous or morbid elements are introduced into the human organism, the
entire machinery is deranged, the animal functions are paralyzed, perverted,
or rendered worse than useless, and the great reservoir of life is transformed
into a perpetual pest-house, spreading disease, misery, and death throughout the whole human framework. There is not a malady known to man
which may not find its origin in this criminal perversion and prostitution
of the Almighty Creator’s great masterpiece, the human frame.
We have previously referred, in passing, to that wonderful fabric with
which the human body is covered,
—

—

—

—

THE SKIN.
Though apparently an unimportant part of the body, it is in reality a
very highly organized structure, and one of the most important organs of
the whole system, when its uses anct functions are considered. It is the
chief organ of absorption and secretion,
the direct means by which the
mephitic vapors and refuse matter of the body are exhaled or thrown out,
and at the same time one of the principal media by which the nutritive
or, on the other hand, the contamproperties of pure air, pure water, etc.,
inating influence of morbid or poisonous material,
are received and distributed throughout the human system.
It bears the same relation to the human body that the shingles on the
roof of your residence do to that building. It is at one and the same time
a protection, an ornament, and an absolute necessity, without which the
sister functions could not fulfil their office ; while it gives to the body as a
—

—

—
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whole it ompleteness, durability, and efficiency which it. would not. otherwise possess. A fair, unblemished skin, with a ruddy, healthy complexion,
is the beau ideal of personal beauty, unmistakably indicating the thorough
purity of the system, and the perfect working of the- interior mechanism.
The skin is made up of three membranes or layers. The outer or scarf
skin is an insensible, thin texture, without blood-vessels or nerves, .but
extended over the* whole body, and becoming considerably thicker and

harder or more horny on the palms of the hands and soles of the feet.
The* nails of the hands and feet are formed by the scarf skin, which also
provides a protecting sheath or covering for every hair that springs from
the body. The middle or the true skin is an extremely sensitive and
highly organized structure, on which the* termiual nerves, of sensation are
expanded. Beneath this is the third layer, known as the rete mucosum —a
series of adipose or fatty cells where the color or pigment is deposited,
determining and indicating the white, red, or black man.
,

THE OFFICE OF THE SKIN IN THE MAINTENANCE OF HEALTH
AND THE DISSEMINATION

<>K DISEASE.

The skin is not only a respiratory organ, but performs functions of the
highest importance in the animal economy; for it separates from the
blood substances which would be injurious if retained in it, and is the
seat of common sensation or feeling; ami/by the perspiration, sensible
and insensible, which is constantly and continually taking place from its
surface, becomes the great regulator of the heat of the body. It is by
the cooling influence of this evaporation that the body is enabled to resist
the consequences which would otherwise result; so that men can venture
Into ovens heated to 2t!0° and even 500° Fahrenheit. To enable the skin
to perform these several duties, it is largely supplied with nerves, bjoodvesNels, glands, and pores or ducts, of which there are more than two thousand in every square inch of the human'body, each a quarter of an inch in
length: and as a person of average size and height has about two thousand
live hundred square inches of surface, the number of tubes in one person
amounts to about seven million, making an aggregate length of sewage
service in the human skin of twenty-eight miles.
intimait: relation betyveen the skin
PHYSICAL FUNCTIONS.

and

other

If, from inattention to cleanliness or from any other cause, these pores
become obstructed or filled up, those impurities of the blood which nature
intended they should throw off are again taken into the system, and the
body suffers from either general or local disease. Perspiration, then, is not
only necessary to the health of the body by clearing it of impurities, but is
required to equalize the temperature of the surface, and to keep the function of feeling always in a perfect and active state. The exhalation from
the vkin. whether it be in the form of sensible or insensible perspiration,
consists of water, carbonic acid, nitrogen, ammonia, lactic or acetic acid,
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in fact, all the refuse or surplus material
which the system finds it necessary to throw off in order to give healthy
exercise to its functions. The quantity of carbonic acid and nitrogen given
off daily varies greatly, the first sometimes predominating, sometimes the
latter; so also of the other constituents. As a rule, however, nitrogen
is in excess after animal food, and carbonic acid after a vegetable diet.
During the twenty-four hours a healthy man would pass off, in this way,
about two pounds weight of refuse matter. The amount is always increased by muscular exertion and a dry, warm atmosphere, and is greatly
lessened by repose and a cold, moist atmosphere. But. there is one fact
which cannot be too forcibly impressed on our minds; viz., that if these
organs .of respiration and inspiration are, by a want of cleanliness, by
carelessness or neglect, clogged up and prevented from performing their
natural office. the whole of the complicated machinery of man is necessarily deranged and debilitated, and an interminable series of painful and
tedious maladies engendered. But the evil does not rest here : the menial
faculties are proportionately deteriorated, dwarfed, and demoralized, as
bodily cleanliness is neglected. The poet of Nature, Thomson, says .
—

—

“

the mind
Receives a secret sympathetic aid.”
E’en from the body’s purity,

Those of us who have resided for any length of time in large towns or
cities can cordially re-echo the truth that Cleanliness is next to Godliness ; for hundreds of thousands of valuable, useful lives might be annually
saved to the community, and rescued from the ravages of cholera, typhoid,
small-pox, scrofula, and skin diseases of all kinds, if soap and water were
but freely used. Want of cleanliness has caused more misery, desolated
more homes, originated more crime and dissipation, and peopled more
churchyards than all the wars w hich have ever been fought since the creation of the world. Health and dirt càn no more coexist than oil and water
“

”

can combine ; and while sanitary and hygienic lawT s are ignored, and even
common decency defied in matters of personal and household cleanliness,
disease and death must of necessity pervade the land.

DISEASES OF THE BLOOD IN THE EARLIER STAGES
MAY BE ARRESTED AND THE LIFE-GIVING FLUID RESTORED
TO ITS NORMAL PURITY.

HOW

It is self-evident that if, by the neglect of nature’s laws, and the partaking of innutritious or improper food, or from any other cause, the various
functions of the body have become deranged, and the physical and mental
stamina undermined, there is but one course left for the sufferer; viz.,
to effect a speedy and permanent restoration to health. The machinery of
the human system is far too complicated and delicate to admit of any patching up or temporary amelioration. In order to accomplish this thorough
and perfect regeneration and restoration, the work of reformation must be
the blood. If the
commenced at the very fountain head of the trouble,
li*e-giving fluid be poisoned and surcharged with the elements of disease,
—
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worse than useless to tamper with this or that symptom, to attempt
to alleviate that headache or stop that pain in the side. The headache and
the pain arc only the external evidences that the blood is impure, and that
morbid influences are actively at work throughout the entire system.
The transition from a state of health to one of disease is seldom sudden
or unexpected. Roth health and disease have their laws,
tlu-ir stages of
progression,—indicating to the traveller on life’s eventful road the steps
he may have taken backward or forward. The ulcer, the epileptic lit, the
setting in of fever, are not sudden, instantaneous occurrences; they are simply stages in the process of development, the poisonous or morbid conditions having lurked insidiously in the blood, unseen and unheeded, but none
the less effectively undermining the constitution, and draining both body and
mind of all theirenergy and vigor. Now, of whnt earthly use isalocal application to this rodent ulcer, or an effervescent cooling draught to the feverladen patient, or an opiate to the epileptic,—except as a temporary palliative ? It is like attempting to put out a lire with a single bucket of water
the lire will bum all the llercer afterwards. So with disease, whatever it may
be. The open sore, the flushed cheek, the distorted features, are the effects
of a cause. Common-sense teaches us that though it is desirable to mitigate
the pain by every available means, our Hast and most persistent efforts must
be directed to the removal of the cause,
th“ poisonous elements in the
it is

—

—

:

—

blood.

THE SKIN,

LIVER, AND

KIDNEYS

THE CHIEF

MEDIA OF

COMMUNICATION OF HEALTHY OR DISEASED CONDITIONS
TO THE HUMAN ECONOMY.
The skin, liver, and kidneys are the three great avenues by which the
influences of health or disease are distributed throughout the human econif these functions
omy. If those organs act freely and harmoniously,
fulfil their office without impediment, it is an unmistakable indication
that the well-spring of life is pure and uncorttaminated ; but if the skin is
parched with fever, if the liver is unable to perform its office, if tin: kidneys
fail to exercise their excretory powers, every organ in the human body
participates in the derangement.
—

—

TIIK INFLUENCE OF HEREDITARY TAIN'P

Ul*ON THE BLOOD.

It is an important and interesting question, in reference to these diseases of
the Mood, as to what proportion of them is due to hereditary taint (handed
down as a miserable heirloom from generation to generation), and how far
we are indebted for this enfeebled condition to unfavorable sanitary,
hygienic, or marital associations. Beyond all doubt, each of these elements contribute largely to epidemic and other ailments; and in all
cases in which, through the weakened and diseased constitutions of their
parents, children have been born into the world with imperfectly developed
functions and predisposition to certain maladies, such as insanity, gout,
scroftila, epilepsy, softening of the bony structure, small-pox, and other
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contagious diseases, it may be looked upon as an absolute certainty that
the child was born with blood, the elements of which had undergone such
radical chemical changes that its restoration to a normal condition of
purity would be positively miraculous, and the chances of such individuals
rearing a healthy progeny are exceptionally rare. The thorough eradication of the poisonous or morbid elements in such cases is practically impossible, unless the purifying process is commenced in infancy.

RELATION OF SANITARY, HYGIENIC, AND MARITAL
ASSOCIATIONS TO THE QUALITY AND CONDITION OF THE
BLOOD, AND THE CHANGES EFFECTED THEREBY IN ITS

THE

PRIMARY ELEMENTS.
Another prolific source of the transmission and perpetuation of diseased
blood through families and communities is found in the want of adequate
attention to the sanitary and hygienic requirements of the household, and
the recklessness with which marital associations are entered into without
due consideration as to the physical fitness of either or both parties to the
contract. In fully three fourths of the marriages which take place in the
United States, one or both of the parties are physically, mentally, or
socially unfitted for or unprepared to assume those responsibilities. For
instance, if either husband or wife be too young, subject to any special
family ailment or tendency, irregular in their habits of life, or suffering
from any nervous, muscular, or constitutional derangement, those peculiarities are developed in an exaggerated form in their progeny, and a
susceptibility to acquire disease is implanted in them (a latent disease germ)
which is never entirely extinguished.

IIOW DISEASES OF THE BLOOD, IN THE ‘EARLIER STAGES,
MAY BE ARRESTED, AND THE LIFE-GIVING FLUID RESTORED TO ITS NORMAL PURITY.
As we have previously

remarked, blood disease, like everything else in
when the disturbance is

nature, has its initiatory or commencing stage,

simply local, and the malady can be easily conquered by a judicious and
persistent course of treatment, directed towards the purification of the infected material, and not solely to the local injury or eruption. Of course,
the most rigid cleanliness is the first essential to physical restoration ; a
strict regimen as to food and exercise, and the application of certain nonpoisonous and alterative remedies, whereby the poisonous matter can be
eliminated, the fermentation and inflammation in the blood and surrounding
tissue allayed, and the dormant functions restored to their original vigor.
THE PROCESS OF BLOOD PURIFICATION.
The process of blood purification, if faithfully and patiently followed up,
on the principles which we shall demonstrate, will, in the great majority of
cases, achieve a successful result. As a matter of course, in chronic
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diseases, where the elements of the blood have undergone .1 complete
change, from either hereditary or sympathetic influences, the restoration of
the fluid to its original elements is a work of much greater difficulty, and
may take years before the desired result is obtained.

CAN MORBID OR

POISONOUS ELEMENTS IN
ERADICATED?

fill*

BLOOD BE

The presence of morbid or poisonous elements in tin* blood -iris.**, as we
have seen, from a variety of causes. There are scarcely two persons,
unrelated to each other, in whom those elements do not differ in character.
The elements are none the less poisonous in themselves, but the points of
difference are as distinct and individualized as are the physical peculiarities
or tendencies of the individuals, and require treatment in accordance
therewith. In some inveterate cases, the entire eradication of the poisonous virus is a natural impossibility, from the fact that it lias become so
virulent, and lias coursed through the veins for so long a series of years,
that even the tissues and the bony structure itself have been impregnated
by it.
In such cases, however, they may be materially mitigated and
brought under control.

FERMENTATION OF THE BLOOD AND INFLAMMATION OF THE
BLOOD-VESSELS MORE OR LESS PRESENT IN ILL DISEASES
ARISING FROM BLOOD POISONING.
In all diseases arising from blood poisoning, or in which the chemical
elements of the blood are altered by the action of the disease, tin* processes
of fermentation and inflammation must necessarily take place in the blood
itself; and in many instances the inflammatory process is communicated to
the blood-vessels and muscles by the blood. Even when the blood-vessels
and surrounding organs do not participate in the inflammatory influence,
they are rendered morbid, and become themselves the propagators of fungous and poisonous growths within the system.

CLEANLINESS THE FIRST ESSENTIAL TO CLUE.
In all systems of remedial treatment for disease, the primary essential in
the healing or purifying process is perfect cleanliness, a vigorous and constant application of warm water and soap, medicated and adapted to tie*
special requirements of the affected part. The restoration of diseased matter to a state of purity and healthy action can never be effected while tie*
poisonous or decomposing elements are still retained within the system.
It would lie just a*« reasonable to expect to maintain health in a dwelling
exposed to the vapors and gases of an open drain.

THE KACK FOK POISONS,

MINERAL AND V EGETABLE.
What a shameful libel on our beneficent Creator is the fact that professai
healers of the sick should not only sanction hut recommend the free an 1
indiscriminate introduction of the most powerful mineral and ve ifetable
—
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poisons into the human system in order to drive other poisons out ! We
are fully aware that there is. and has been for tin; last century and a half, a
senseless and uncontrollable rage for the administration of such virulent
agents as mercury, bismuth, arsenic, hellebore, henbane, prussic acid, strychnine, and a host of death-dealing drugs, w hich, under the familiar names of
corrosive sublimate, red and white precipitates, arsenic, zinc, sulphur, lead,
and creosote (according to the prejudice or fancy of the physician), have
been the means of infusing poison into the veins of more than half the community. Almost every prescription for nervous, skin, and blood diseases,
in former times, included one or more of these death-dealing compounds,
and was confided in by the credulous public as an infallible medium of
cure for every species of disease known to man. How fatally deceptive this
belief has proved to humanity can only be ascertained by canvassing the
records of the public and private hospitals and benevolent institutions, and.
the official returns of the registrars of deaths. Two thirds of the mortality
of our nation is positively due to the legalized administration of poisons as
an antidote for the latent poison in the human body, w 7hich, in most
instances, is far less destructive to human health and life than the remedy
introduced. How relentlessly ancient notions and old-time practices stick
to ns, even in these modern days of scientific investigation and independent
thought ! Many of Our most enlightened citizens view’ them with a veneration almost amounting to idolatry, though they have long since been
exploded by scientific research and every-day experience.

BLOOD PURIFIERS,” —WHAT THEY CONTAIN! THE
DIES FAR WORSE THAN THE DISEASE.

HEME-

Blood purifiers ! What a conglomeration of rascality, avarice, and unmitigated wickedness, and even murder, is concealed under this delusive title.
from a simple pimple
The popular error that every eruption of the skin
to the most inveterate ulcer can only be cured by a long course of treatblood purifier,” has peopled the cemeteries with
ment with a so-called
three fourths of their occupants. That blood purification is an absolute
necessity, no one will attempt to deny ; but that this necessary operation
can be effected by pouring down gallons of the thousand and one nastinesses
dignified by the name of “alteratives,” is an idea too disgusting and too
ridiculous to be entertained for a moment by any reasoning being, in
the one
every one of these patented preparations, the active ingredient
which is supposed to effect the cure —is mercury in one of its many forms,
arsenic, or some other virulent poison ; the vehicles through which the
poison is administered being infusion of dandelion, dock-root, or sarsaparilla. How long will it be before the people will be induced to rely upon
nature and nature’s remedies in preference to these villanous compounds?
—

—

“

—

NATURE

AND NATURAL REMEDIES THE
HEALING AGENCY.

ONLY

TRUE

After all, our common-sense would teach us, if we would but listen to its
promptings, that our great Creator had already provided, in the luxurious
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vegetation by which we are everywhere surrounded, for all the accidents
and vicissitudes and the ordinary visitations of disease to which we, his
creatures, are liable from day to day. The farther we go from t he products
of the fields and gardens for our remedies, the less likely arc we to find an
efficacious curative or alterative for even the most brdiuary maladies.

THE

CUTICURA

SYSTEM

OF

COMMON-SENSE APPLICATION

TREATMENT,
OF

BASED

ON

NATURE’S LAWS

A

AND

NATURE’S PRODUCTS.

The system of treatment for skin and blood diseases, which, during the
last eight years, has become so deservedly popular, was introduced to the
public by Messrs. Weeks & Potter, Chemists and Druggists, Boston,
Mass., U. S. A., and is based upon the fundamental principles of nature’s
laws; viz., that as disease is simply the derangement of certain life-giving
elements by the introduction of morbid or poisonous material into the
blood, the only means by which regeneration can be effected, and the poisonous material expelled, is by the use of innocuous and strictly pure productions, which will nourish and stimulate the relaxed and perverted
fbnçtions into healthy action.
With this object in view, the most eminent
chemists have perseveringly labored, for a series of years, to bring to bear
all the resources of the botanic world which could be utilized as an antidote
for the correction and purification of these morbid or poisonous elements
in the blood; and have, for the first time known in the annals of medical
investigation, been enabled to present to the sufferers from these diseases
a non-poisonous, effective trio of remedies, far surpassing all previously
discovered medications. The general name given to these remedies is
Cuticura,” from cutis and vera, meaning a skin cure.
*

“

CUTICURA, THE GREAT SKIN CURE,
Is an infallible remedy,
a positive specific for the speedy and permanent
cure of Salt Rheum or Eczema, Ring Worm, Tetter, Psoriasis, and all Vesicular, Scaly, and Itching Eruptions of the Skin; Scald Head, Dandruff, and
—

all Scaly Eruptions, Itchings, and Irritations of the Scalp that destroy the
Hair and produce Premature Baldness, Scrofulous Ulcers, Sores, and Discharging Wounds; Cuts, Wounds,*Bruises, Scalds, Burns, Itching Piles,
Contraction of the Muscles and Cords ; Sore Throat, Diphtheria, Croup, and
Hoarseness. Itching and Irritations that have been the torture of a lifetime
are speedily cured by CuTicintA. Scaly Eruptions and Irritations of the
Scalp, producing Baldness in the majority of cases, are cured as by magic.
On children it is of marvellous efficacy. Scrofulous Ulcers and Sores that
have brought the sufTerer to the verge of the grave are cured by Cuticura.
is the great external remedy for Burns, Scalds, Cuts, and Wounds, frequently healing without a scar. No other remedy can take its place in
Throat and Lung affections. It is as different from all other remedies as it
is superior to them.
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CUTICURA SOAP, THE GREAT MEDICINAL SOAP,
Is the only truly Medicinal Soap ever prepared that possesses the delightful fragrance of the finest Parisian products. It contains, in a modified
form, all the medicinal properties of Cuticura, The Great Skin Cure. It
is a pleasing contrast to the filthy products prepared from the refuse of
sinks, vats, hotels, hospitals, and rendering-houses, saturated with caustic
chemicals, and innocently labelled “Skin Soap.” For cleansing and
refreshing Inflamed and Diseased Surfaces of the Skin and Scalp, for washing Ulcers and Old Sores, for allaying the irritation of Sunburn, Rash,
Prickly Heat, and other minor Cutaneous Affections, as well as for all the
purposes of an Elegant Toilet, Bath, and Nursery Soap, it has no equal in

the world.
CUTICURA RESOLVENT,

THE GREAT BLOOD PURIFIER,

Is the most searching, cleansing, and purifying agent of this century. It
may be detected in the saliva, sweat, milk, blood, and urine in forty minutes after taking the first dose, showing that it has entered the circulation
and been carried to every part of the system. It forever eradicates the
virus of Syphilis, Scrofula, Cancer, and Canker, those terrible blood poisons
that rot out the machinery of life, filling the body with foul corruptions.
It destroys Animal Parasites that infest the water and air of malarial
regions, causing, when taken into the system, Fever and Ague, Typhus and
Bilious Fevers, Inflammation of the Liver, Wasting of the Kidneys, Bilious
Colic, and Contagious Diseases. It stimulates the Stomach and Bowels,
curing Constipation, Dyspepsia, and Indigestion. It increases and hardens
the flesh by arresting the destruction of tissue in wasting diseases, the forerunner of Consumption. It controls the Nervous System, and relieves the
It
mind of morbid fancies, and is invaluable to the overworked Brain.
deodorizes the Breath and the Perspiration. It is a noted remedy, prepared
by noted men, and deserves the confidence of the sick and suffering everywhere.

THE FUTURE OF MEDICAL PRACTICE IN RELATION TO THE
CUTICURA TREATMENT.
A witty author of the last century, who had been driven to death’s door
by pill, plaster, and potion, and in his despair liad determined that if he
was to die he would at any rate depart conscious of what was going on
about him, dismissed the doctors, and declared,
“

Throw physic to the

dogs ;

I ’ll

—

none of it.”

The invalid of to-day will be saved, if saved at all, through the honest
and common-sense efforts of those who do not slavishly chain themselves
to any special theory or school of medicine, but who look upon the healing
of the sick as a paramount duty, regardless of the media by which it is
accomplished. The eyes of the community at large have been opened
by the experience of the past few years ; and thousands who have suffered
untold tortures under the distracting and enervating influence of diseases
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of the skin and blood, lull ing lost all confidence in the orthodox methods
of treatment, are prepared to take hold of ally legitimate system of treatment that appeals to their common-sens«* and otters a reasonable prospect of final and permanent success. For this cause alone the thousands of
individuals who have testified of their personal experience of the curative
virtues of Citicira, and who hail from all parts of tin* civili/.eil world,
have aroused in the community at large a spirit of inquiry w hich no “code
of ethics” will quench, or attachment to the orthodox
faith in poisons
set aside. There is but one alternative left for all sections of the medical
profession, and that is to accept, the inevitable,
to sanction and cordially
adopt the system of treatment most in accord with nature's laws and nature's
remedies, of w hich the Citticuka Remedies are a powerful example.
"

••

”

“

—

A KAMI JA MK DK INK CHEST IN A N l’TSH KKK.
MARVEL UK THK AGE.

—

Til K

MKDK AL

lu commending to the adoption of our readers tlieCt tuuka Remedies ns
a system of curative treatment, we do not claim that those who accept them
as a means of cure should ignore or dispense with the services of the medical profession. There are many emergencies and complications which can
a lone* be met and prescribed for by the skilful medical practitioner, and it
would be the height of folly and ingratitude for any intelligent person to
attempt to depreciate his valuable services when sickness in its many
insidious forms invades the precincts of our homes: but we do most
emphatically and fearlessly assert that the administration of poisons as a
remedy for disease is a crime and outrage Svhich can no longer be borne by
a civilized community ; that it is directly opposed to the laws of the Creator
and the provisions which lie lias made for his creatures in the treasures of
the vegetable w orld ; and that the success of all medical formula? in the
future will depend entirely on its similarity to and accordance with nature's
laws.
The great point of commendation which entitles the Ci tici ka
Remedies to public confidence is that they have hitherto fulfilled their
intended purposes tothe letter; that in every case in which they have be» n
faithfully and persistently followed up they have realized the most sanguine expectations; and that, being fret; from all poisonous or noxious
elements, they cannot injure, and invariably produce satisfactory results
on the patient. lira word, they, are the
multum in parvo" of remedial
treatment; they are a family medicine chest in a nutshell,” for they aie
available at all times and for all purposes, and in this respect may truly be
called the marvel of the age. They are safe, reliable, and efficacious;
suitable for both sexes and all ages, and plais; within the reach of all who
need the aid of a powerful but harmless healing agency the means of
securing for themselves speedy and permanent restoration to health and
vigor and the realization of the greatest happiness desired by immunity,—
a sound mind in a sound body.”
“

“
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PART IT
BLOOD DISEASES;

THEIR DESCRIPTION, SYMPTOMS,

AND TREATMENT.

Section

1.—TUBERCULOUS DISEASES

Scrofula is the most insidious, mysterious, and formidable
Scrofula.
of all the affections to which humanity is subject. It may lie undeveloped
in the system, and pass over one, two, or three generations without in the least interfering with tin'
—

health or causing any inconvenience from eruptive
outbreaks, and then reappear with the utmost
virulence in the fourth generation; every muscle
and tissue, the bony framework of the system, and
the blood coursing through the veins, being irretrievably impregnated by the subtle poison. This
disease, so annoying and disgusting to the sensitive- mind, may well be called the Plague of the
Social Circle. Its tenacity equals its v irulence ; and the only chance of its
entire eradication is by arresting its progress, and eliminating the poison
at the earliest moment possible.
In order to successfully combat and avert the invasion of this dreadful
affection, it is absolutely necessary that we should know its origin. The
urgent necessity for acquiring this knowledge should banish all false delicacy. All Scrofulitic eruption, whether it takes the form of Salt Rheum,
Eczema, or Tuberculous Ulceration, almost invariably originates in the
circulation or presence of the syphilitic poison in the blood. It is not
necessarily the case that the person should have acquired it by his own
indiscretion, or even that it should have been infused into his veins by his
parents’ disregard of nature’s laws ; for it is frequently the case that
both the sufferer and his parents have led immaculate lives, and that the
ixistence of the malady is due to the baneful legacy of depraved habits
from a more remote branch of the family tree : in fact, call it by what name
we please, there is no disguising the truth that Scrofula, Specific Eczema,
and their large but revolting family of cutaneous eruptions, are simply
derivations from and various phases of a specific poison, these variations in form being caused by the difference between the constitutional
tendenciesand physical peculiarities of each individual. There are scarcely
two cases of eruptive disease exactly similar in form or operation to be
found in any community ; but the virus or poison, the source from whence
it is derived, is the same.
—
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But there is still a great difference between the primary specific eruption
and the scrofulitic deposit, which is simply the specific poison, filtered
through two, three, or four generations, and acquiring in its progress the
physical peculiarities, social habits, and structural defects possessed by the
persons concerned. For instance, suppose the original recipient of the
poison to be a person addicted to every indulgence of the table, of a full
habit of body, and developing a tendency to rheumatic affections : ills children would exhibit an impoverished, fermented condition of the blood, a
latent tendency to inflammatory rheumatism, invasions of the bony struc-

ture, muscular relaxation, and glandular weakness. The third generation
would doubtless suffer, in addition, from renal difficulties (disease of the
kidneys), and torpidity of the organs of absorption and excretion. And so
each generation would have its own accumulations and complications of
diseased and defective conditions, until life itself became a burden too
great to be borne, and the sufferers pray for death as a priceless boon.
For these reasons, we shall consider each disease on its own merits and
according to its symptoms, but bearing constantly in mind the source from
which the poison originally emanated. Scrofula, whatever aspect it may
assume, may be developed at any age, even during teething, or it may
rfemain dormant until after the fiftieth year, though the majority of cases
occur between the fifth and fifteenth years,
females being more subject to
the various forms of this disease than males. On the other hand, a scrofulous constitution, or predisposition to scrofulitic eruption, may exist in the
system without evoking any external indications ; thus a person may inherit
the seeds of consumption (generally the result of a scrofulous habit), or
mesenteric disease (Catarrh of the Bowels), or even chronic enlargement
of the various glands, and yet pass through a long life without any eruption of a scrofulous type making its appearance.
The close of winter and the beginning of spring are the seasons when
this disease most frequently shows itself; and it is more common in cold,
humid climates than in countries where the temperature is dry and warm.
Scrofula in Childhood. —The simplest form in which Scrofula presents itself is a chronic enlargement and ulceration of the glands of the
neck; the structure of the diseased organs changing in color from the nor-,
mal, pale, tleshy tint to a firm horny or scaly cartilage, and finally into
a soft, cheesy substance, characteristic of the last stage of enlarged scrofulous glands. This class of discuses usually attacks young people between
fifteen and twenty years of age. In childhood the parts affected by this
disease are those absorbent and lacteal (or milk) glands by which the flow
of chyle to the thoracic duct is cut off, and the patient, as a consequence,
is reduced to a state of extreme emaciation. The glands of the neck
become very much swollen and ulcerated: bowels relaxed; a general
lassitude of the nervous and muscular system ; face and body blanched
and pale; emaciation increases; limbs and bony structure waste away;
flesh loose and soft; abdomen swollen and hard; eyes look larger than
natural; countenance anxious; urine scanty and high-colored; evacuations white or -clayey yellow ; appetite frequently voracious, or an
alternate loathing of and uncontrollable desire for food; thirst great, and
—
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toward night, well-defined symptoms of fever. If these symptoms are
promptly treated in childhood, the poison is much more speedily and effectually eradicated than when it is allowed to permeate the system for a series
of years, the patient consequently escaping the sad and harrowing experiences of a youth and early manhood and womanhood blighted by constant
sickness, nervous prostration, excruciating agony from a perverted or
morbid condition of mental and physical functions ; and worse than all, a life
embittered by social isolation from disfigurements more annoying and heartrending in their results than the plague or the ancient leprosy.
The invariably satisfactory and successful results of the use of the Cuticura Remedies on children and infants afflicted with scrofulitic eruptions
may be judged by the following enthusiastic indorsements, selected from
hundreds of the same character, in the possession of the proprietors :
—

gWOHN

STATEMENT.

In order that the Testimonials in this book may have the same convincing power and
undoubted genuineness in all nations or countries in which they may ho read as they
have in the United States of America,- the following solemn declaration has been made
before the British Consul:
BRITISH CONSULAR CERTIFICATE.
United States of America,
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
I, Warren B. Potter, of Boston, in the county of Suffolk and Commonwealth aforesaid, on oath, make affidavit and say that I am a member of
the firm of Weeks & Potter, Chemists and Druggists, of said Boston ; that
the following certificates are true and exact copies of the original certificates now in our possession, and are the voluntary statements of the
parties.
AVARREN B. POTTER.
Sworn to at her Britannic Majesty’s Consulate at Boston, United States of
America, this twenty-first day of March, 187!».
[SealJ
AV. H. STUART,
—

Acting Jiritish Consul.

TTUMOR ON A CHILD Since Birth Cured, after faithful Medical Treatment had failed.
My little son, two years of age, has had a humor on one side of his face since he was

born, which during the last four months has spread over the entire side of the face, the
chin, ear, and side of the head. It must have itched and irritated him a great deal, as he
scratched the surface all the time, no matter what was applied. I used many remedies
by advice of friends and my physician without benefit, until I found the Cuticura
Remedies, which immediatelyallayed the itching and inflammation, and entirely cured
Respectfully,
JOHN E. SURRY,
him.
With Walworth Manufacturing Co., Boston.

JpCZEMA ON A CHILD. —Eight Tears,

one mass of Scabs.

My son, a lad twelve years of age, was afflicted with the worst form of Eczema for a
period of eight years. So virulent" was it that from the top of his head to within a few
inches of his ankles he was one mass of scabs, which refused to yield to any treatment
that was attempted. Every remedy that was suggested by friends or physicians was
tried in vain. Allopathy, homoeopathy, herbs, roots, salt-water baths, flaxseed poultices,
soaps, ointments, and in short everything that could be done to eradicate the disorder
seemed only to aggravate it, and the child’s life became a burden to him, and the expense
of the various experiments was a constant drain upon our resources.
My wife, reading the advertisement of the CtmcuttA Remedies in one of the daily
papers, resolved to make one more attempt at a cure. (The disease was now encroaching upon his face and seemed incurable.) I gave a reluctant consent to the proposal, and
an interview was sought with a famous lady physician of New York, who made a most
thorough examination of the case, and promised a cure without the least hesitation by the
use of your Cuticura Remedies. In one week there was a marked change : the raw
and angry sores began to grow pale and along the outer edges scaled off, and as time
wore on they began to disappear entirely, until at the present writing the only vestige is
one small spot upon the forearm, scarcely visible and fast disappearing.
Thus after eight years of expense and anxiety, we have the intense satisfaction of
seeing the child’s skin as fair and smooth as it was before this dreadful cutaneous disSincerely yours,
order attacked him.
CHAS. EAYRE IIINICLE,
249 Fail-mount Avc., Jersey City Heights, N. J.
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IN INFANTS CURED
£GZEMA
Fred, itolirer, Esq., Cashier Stock

Skin and Blood,

Growers' National Bank, Pueblo, Colorado, writ

am so well pleased with its offerts on my baby, that I cannot afford to be without it
my house. It is a wonderful cure, and is bound to become very popular a* soon
virtues are known to the masses.”
J. 8. Weeks, Esq., Town Treasurer, St. Albans. Vt., says in a letter dated May JH It works to a charm on my baby's face und head. Cured the head entirely, and lias
nearly cleaned the face of sores. I have recommended it to several, and l)r. Plant has
ordered it for them.”
M. M. Chick, Ksq., 41 Kranklin Street, Boston, says:
My little daughter, eighteen
months old, has what the doctors call Eczema. We have tried ’most everything, and ut
last have used Puticitra, and she is almost a new child, and we feel very happy.

“I
in

i, .*

“

“

'

jyjILK CRUST

FOR TWO YEARS

Car^

Last Hummer my Hinter, while vi*iting in Ronton, bought a box of Cutk ciia and Ormcura Soap for her little boy’n head, who had the milk crust for more than two years,
and for which she had tried almost everything and exhausted the skill of several physi
ohms. The Cirri« ora cured him, and he is now a tine, healthy-looking boy, with a
beautiful bead of hair.
Yours,
Mrs. B. L. liOWItli,
I4:i Clinton St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

We place within reach of all sufferers from this fearful, soul-destroying
malady, irrespective of age, sex, color, or clime, an infallible and reliable
remedy and means of escape ; and therefore especially urge upon the mothers
and sisters of our youth (those on whom our future prosperity as a nation
depends) the urgent and imperative necessity for availing themselves of the
opportunity which this remedy offers for the prevention, arrest, and final
extinction of this revolting plague-spot from the communities of this otherwise favored land, the centre of commercial and social hyper-civilizntion
and educations* progress. If attended to in childhood and youth, it «•an
be entirely prevented, and the mental and social degradation inevitably
consequent thereupon avoided ; but every year that curative and purificatory action is delayed makes final recovery from and final extinguishment
of the poison more doubtful. For this reason we place so much stress on
the vital necessity for the adoption of this Ctticura system of treatment
before the human system shall have become thoroughly saturated with this
virulent poison.
Tf, as we have said, these morbid influences are arrested at their very
commencement, before the accession of other maladies to complicate and
imperil the cure, there is every reason for hope and confidence in its final
extinction. By far the greater portion of the mortality from t his and other
the ftr-t
diseases arises from a want of attention to the primary warnings,
indications of the presence of this poison in the blood.
Treatment. —The treatment for adults which should be followed on
tla* appearance of this glandular swelling, accompanying languor, and want
<»f appetite, is extremely simple: 1. Take tin- Cuticpka Kksolvkni In
doses of two teaspoonfuls night and morning, gradually increasing to three
teaspoonfuls night and morning, unless it is found to operate too freely on
the bowels. In severe cases, or after the Resolvent has been taken for
some time, two drachms of iodide of potassium may he added to each bottle.
Begin with the smaller do*e after thin addition, gradually increasing e
—

—
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The Resolvent must be continued through a long period to
effectually eradicate all symptoms of the poison. 2. The surface of the body,
especially the affected parts, should be bathed and thoroughly cleansed with
Cuticura Soap ; and after it has been well dried with a Turkish or other
suitable towel, 3. The Cuticura should be liberally and briskly applied to
the swollen glands, and in fact to the whole body, and manipulated until it
is absorbed by the pores and other vessels of the skin.
If the swelling breaks into an open ulcer the treatment should be a flaxseed meal poultice (with hops it painful; to remove unwholesome matter,
washing with Cuticura Soap and warm water, and a liberal application of
Cuticura, held in place by bandages. The poultice should be applied only
occasionally ; the cleansing with Cuticura Soap and water and the application of Cuticura should be daily. The Cuticura Resolvent, with two
drachms of iodide of potassium added to each bottle, should be taken in two
or three teaspoonful doses night and morning until the ulcer heals.
There can be no hope of permanent cure unless the Resolvent is faithfully
taken. For children, the same general directions may be followed with the
proper reduction of the doses of the Resolvent according to age.
The great secret of success is in the steady continuance of these doses
of the Resolvent as a preservative from future derangements as well
as a means of present relief and purification.
It must be remembered that the special office of the Cuticura Resolvent is not only to expel the poison at present in the blood, but that it is
equally effective as an antidote and prophylactic in preventing its future
invasion by these morbid or poisonous elements. We desire, therefore,
emphatically to impress upon the minds of our readers this vitally important fact that in all the maladies of which we shall treat it is by the continuous
use of the Cuticura Resolvent alone that the state of purity, vigor, and
health which has been effected and brought about by the combined administration of the Cuticura Remedies can be secured and perpetuated.
By taking the prescribed doses of the Resolvent every morning and night,
you impart to your blood (no matter how virulent the poison or how long
it may have remained in your veins previously) an element of purity and
vigor which shall enable you successfully to defy the invasion of any
poisonous influence ; you bear within you an amulet or charm which will
as a matter of course, always supposing
never lose its virtue or efficacy,
that your habits and mode of life are in accordance with the laws of nature.
A reference to the illustrations will give special force to our argument for
early and prompt attention to the very first indications of the presence of
scrofulitic or other poison.
In adult life, Scrofula takes such a large variety of forms that it includes
nearly all the diseases of the skin, hair, scalp, and blood known to the
medical faculty. That is to say, the origin of the majority of them may
be traced to a Scrofulitic deposit in the blood.
The absolute truth of the statement that even the Scrofulitic poison can
be exterminated from the system after many years’ existence in the most
revolting and annoying form is thus emphatically testified :
before.

:

—

—
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gCROFULA.
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of the

Skin and Blood,

From the Hon William Taylor, State Senator of Massachusetts.

To say that I am grateful, is only a poor expression of my feelings, but it is the host
word l can use, for 1 feet it in every sense of the word. 1 have been a great sufferer
witli skin diseases for tile last twelve (lg) years. My head mid face being covered with
sores, 1 could not rest with the burning heat and itching of the parts affected, and was
confined to my house for weeks at a time. My disease lias been called Eczema, of n
most aggravated type, by many physicians, but I doubt if ever fully understood by any
of them. It was more like a combination of several skin humors. 1 have spent much
money seeking a cure, and in 1887 I went to Europe and consulted some of the best
physicians in London. I received temporary relief only, lor iu the spring it would break
out again as bad as ever. When I came back to Boston, 1 was told by many friends that
(whose reputation for the cure of those diseases was of the highest order) could
Dr.
cure me. I waited on the doctor; be prescribed for me. 1 followed his advice for six
months, and I can safely say, without any improvement. I tried other physicians, and
of East Boston, and Dr.
of city proper, lint all to no purpose.
among them Dr.
They did me no good, their remedies were so ineffectual that at no time did 1 feel that a
cure would result from them.
Now, about three months ago, Mr. Meehan, a gentleman well known to Boston people,
called my attention to your Cuticuba Remedies and promised wonderful results if I
would only make a trial Ho told me of his own experience with it, and so persevered
on me that I went with him to a drug store and bought them, and commenced to use
them according to the directions. There was so much humor lodged within tlio skin,
that as soou as I commenced the use of Cuticuba it came to the surface and festered,
until vast quantities had come out and greatly intensified my sufferings for about two
weeks. But I did not mind this, as I felt that I was going to get rid of the humor when
I saw it coming to the surface in such large quantities. After the first two or three
weeks’use of these remedies, I was greatly encouraged by a gradual lessening of the
inflammation of a number of painful sores. I Carefully, faithfully and cheerfully followed tile directions to the letter, feeling each week nearer a cure, until at the present
moment, after three months’ use of Cuticuba REMEDiEsnnd twelve years of ns constant
suffering a* was ever endured, I can say that 1 utn cured, and pronounce my case the
most remarkable on record. I have been so elated with my success that I have stopped
men on the street who were afflicted and told them to get the Cuticuba Remedies, and
they would cure them. Tills is why I am so grateful to you, for I believe them to ho the
best and greatest discovery of the age, and that they will cure all who are suffering with
these diseases. I may add that I took no internal medicinebut the Cuticuba Resolvent.
WILLIAM TAYLOR.
Boston, Aug. ‘22, 1878.
*

gTATEMENT Sixteen

Months Later.

In answer to many inquiries, I desire to say that it is now sixteen months since I wrote
the above statement, tilgt my cure has proved permanent and iny general health perfect.
nothing to retract, hut much to add in grateful praise of thoCuTicuBA Uemedies.
have
I
Boston Jan. 1,1880.
WM. TAYLOR.

gCROFULA

SLOWLY DRAINING AWAY HISJLIFE.

, in detailing his experience with the Oitticura Remedies, said that
Itov. Dr.
through Divine Providence one of ids parishioners was cured of a Scrofulous Sore,
which was slowly draining away his life, l>y the Cuticuba Resolvent (blood purifier)
internally, and C'uticuba and C'uticuba Soap (the great skin cures) externally. The
poison that had fed the disease was completely driven out of his system.

gCROFULOUS SWELLINGS

OF THE NECK,

FIVE YEARS, CURED.

About ten months since I sent to Portland and got the Cuticuba Remedies, as I had
been urged to do bv my sister living in Boston, who knew the originators of them. I had
been suffering for five years with hard, discolored swellings in my neck, about the size of
a large butternut. I used them faithfully for live weeks, and then was overjoyed to find
the swellings reduced in size, and my appetite, strength, and spirits improved. In three
months more the swellings were all gone away, the flesh was soft and the skin natural.
It seemed that the Resolvent went to the very spot, and actually dissolved the lumps
of humor, and carried them off. Gratefully yours,
J. 8. MANCHESTER, Salem, Oregon.

gCROFULA.

—

I have Suffered the Torments of Joh.

I have suffered the torments of Job. Mv body was covered witli Scrofulous 8çres
which festeredand discharged matter. My head was covered with a dry, scaly humor.
For over nine years 1 have doctoredand taken hundreds of remedies, but could find no
cure until I heard of the Cuticuba Remedies, which have completely removed my
humorand restored me to health in just three months.
DANIEL WAREHAM, Dover, N. H.

and How to cure Them.
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ON FACE AND HEAD TWENTY-FIVE YEARS.

For nearly twenty-six years I have been afflicted with a humor on my face and head,
which some doctors called Scurvy or Dry Scrofula. I spent all that I earned trying to
cure it, but never got anything that really benertted me until I got your Cuticura. I
only used $16 worth ofremedies, and was entirely cured. [ continue taking the Resolvent occasionally and use the Soap constantly, and would not be without them.
LUCY C. HOLMES, Portland, Me.

gCROFULOUS

HUMOR TWELVE YEARS.

No one can tell the amount of suffering I have endured. When I was twelve years
old a Scrofulous Humorbroke out in one of its worst forms. While my whole system
was affected, my eyes, ears, 1 and neck were in the most pitiable condition, and upon my
left arm was a running and painful sore. I was dreadfully afraid I would go into consumption, as two of my sisters had done. I used the Cuticura and Soap on my sores
and took the Resolvent regularly for four months, and was cured. I now enjoy a state
of health and happiness I never expected in this world.
AMANDA A. WHITNEY, Little Rock, Ark.

Goitre (or a swelling in the neck, about the size of a medium-sized
apple), sometimes called a Wen, is a soft, pulpy substance which never
breaks out into an ulcer or open sore, but is simply a morbid condition of
the flesh, arising from indolent circulation and want of vitality in the
blood ; and therefore is not necessarily connected with Scrofula, nor can
it be considered as the result of Scrofulitic poison in the blood, though it
is often found on persons so affected.
Treatment.
The only treatment necessary is the application of the
Cuticura Soap with warm water; brisk friction and liberal use of the
Cuticura, and systematic course of the Cüticura Resolvent, in daily
doses of one to two tablespoonfuls, in order to impart vigor and healthy
action to the torpid functions of the skin and glands of the throat.
Cancer. The existence of cancerous deposit in the system is unmistakable evidence that the blood, and indeed every portion of the body, is
thoroughly impregnated with morbid or poisonous matter; and that this
state of things has existed for a number of years. It is not the growth of
a month or a year, but it is a vegetable parasite or morbid collection of
matter, which has life independent of the organism to which it has attached
itself, and by which the structure of the organ itself has become entirely
changed and actually become the vehicle for carrying the poison through
the system. It has fibres, which burrow and fasten themselves in the
surrounding tissue, absorbing the nourishment intended for the sustenance
of the individual, the roots penetrating deeper and deeper, and the body of
the tumor growinglarger thg longerit is permitted to remain in the system,
until it finally breaks into an open, fetid ulcer, and frequently ends fatally.
If its progress is not arrested before it arrives at this stage, recovery is
very doubtful ; though the long list of almost miraculous cures effected by
the Cuticura Remedies furnish some instances in which this universally
fatal disease has been conquered, and the patient restored to a comparatively healthy condition.
To effect this desideratum, the cancer or ulcer must be
Treatment.
first well saturated with a lather of Cuticura Soap and warm water, followed by a liberal use of the Cuticura, which should be applied three times
per day, and a brisk dose of the Resolvent (say one tablespoonful twice
every day), to expel the morbid secretion and purify the blood.
—

—

—
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Canker of the Stomach and Mouth i> simply tin intlainmation of
the lining or mucous membrane of tlie alimentary canal. 1 he cheeks (fauces),
and the stomach. It is characterized by it crimson redness of the membrane,
and is sometimes accompanied with ulcerations and accumulations of mucus
Sometimes it takes on a malignant or gangrenous form, when It. degenerates
into diphtheritic or croupous affection of the bronchial tubes and pharynx.
Treatment. —The treatment is simple and etllcaeious, the only remedies
requisite being: For canker of the mouth and throat, a piece of the Ci riet ra about the size of a large pea or Lima bean, placed in the mouth and
If there is any accumulation of mucus or white patches,
swallowed.
some CcTieruA should be melted with equal quantity of olive oil, and
distributed over the cheeks and throat with a small eamel’s-huir brush.
The constant and regular use of the Cr rici HA Resolvent, In tahlespoonfbl
doses for an adult and proportionate doses for a child, twice per day, is
absolutely indispensable. If the bowels are too loose, the doses can be
lessened for a day or two. Immediate relief and speed»/ cure are positireh/
certain.

Q ANKER

OF THE MOUTH AND STOMACH.

-

Confined to Bed Four Months.

With much gratification I write to you to inform you that the Cuticcka Rkshi.veni
which you sent me lias already worked miracles. iVhcn I commenced taking It could
not sit up. I hud been confined to my bed for four months with Canker of the mouth
and stomach. Mv friends bad given me up, and were expecting rnv deuth from day to
day, and ridiculed tbe idea of my taking CUTICUBA, as nothing could do me any good.
iioped against hope, however, and persevered. Would you believe it? From the first
ponuful T took I began to mend, f took five bottles, and am now in perfect health and
look as well as I ever did. I recommend It to every one; ves, and for every disease. tm>,
l'or I believe it will cure everything.
ALEXANDER M< DONALD, Topeka, Kau.

I

I

■

MOUTH.-The Sufferings of a Mother.

AND NURSING SORE
Q ANKERNo pen
can denerlbe what I «uffered

from a Nursing Sore Mouth and Canker; none hut
mother who had it can possibly believe what it is, and none but those who have used it
•an possibly believe the efficiency of the Cittk rit.v Resolvent in entirely curing it.
IIATTIC .1. FOSTER. Cambrldgeport, M i»«.

a

MOUTH AND STOMACH.
QANKER1 OF THEbeen
troubled with anker in the Mouth and Stomach, and

reading your
(
had long
advertisement in one of the Boston paper«, I got the druggist in my neighborhood to pro
cure a bottle of your Cl'TIcl'BA RESOLVENT. By the time it wa« finished I found myself
entirely cured of the Canker; consequently, the object of taking it being accomplished, I
discontinued the use of it for the time, though I have since resumed taking it a« a preventive.
MAHY H. .TONES, Atlanta, da.

Q ANKER OF A

MALIGNANT CHARACTER WITH FEVER.

I inuxt write you what your ( 'CTICURA UekolvkKT ha- doin' for mI hav*
had Canker of the Mouth and Btotnaeh for year». It »eetned a* If my whole imdde wm
covered with white fenter». I could not keep auy colid food« on my »toninch, and my
mouth ran water ail the time. I wai in (freut dUtreux, and liad no hope of cure until 1 not
hold of the Resolvext, seven bottle» of which cured me of every »ytnpttim.
JOHN T. FITZPATRICK, St. CharU-« Hotel, New Orl. an- In».
I feel that
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Ulcers ( Local and Constitutional'). —These arise from a large variety of
exeiting causes, and are known as simple, fistulous, fungous, gangrenous,
scorbutic, virulent, varicose, cancerous, etc., according to the nature of the poison from which
they originate and the form which the affection
assumes. But they are all attributable to one
element, —viz., a chronic poisoning of the blood.
and are all amenable to one special course of
treatment.
Treatment.
The only hope of a permanent
cure of an ulcer is by restoring the blood to its
original purity, creating a good appetite, and
perfecting digestion. The Cuticura Resolvent,
with two drachms of iodide of potassium added to
every bottle, should be taken night and morning
in doses of two to three teaspoonfuls, until the
sore heals, and even for some time afterward.
Many prefer to take the Resolvent after meals, making three times a day,
in doses of two teaspoonfuls. This is a good way, because when
the system is saturated with humor there will in some cases be irritation of the mouth, throat, and even the stomach, until the Resolvent gets
—

—

the upper hand of the trouble.
The external treatment of the ulcer should be washing with Cuticura
Soap and warm water, liberal applications of Cuticura spread on a soft
linen cloth and held in place by a bandage. Should there be inflammation,
pain, or an accumulation of dead matter or morbid humor, apply hot flaxseed meal and hop poultices until it presents a clean, wholesome appearance. Then dress with the Cuticura as directed.
When the ulcer is found
to he doing well , and has a healthy , clean appearance, do not dress it too often
We select a few of the most remarkable cures from the many testimonials
which have been voluntarily and gratefully proffered by those cured of
these life-draining affections :
.

—

■QLCER, SCROFULOUS,

ON AN INFANT.-Five Years’ Standing.

of mine, when he was only nine months old, had a corroding ulcer
His mother, who was then living in Hartford, Conn., took him to
several hospitals and dispensaries, where he was treated for nearly four years, but the
doctors finally gave him over, pronouncing it incurable, and advising amputation as the
only means of relief. The ankle hkd become crooked, and the leg had dwindled away to
almost nothing from tho discharges. As a last resort, we tried the Cuticuba Remedies, of which we had heard. In less than six months, the child, though scarce able to
walk before, now runs and plays without inconvenience, and the leg is gaining its proper
shape.
J. D. NEEDHAM, Danielsouville, Conn.

A

little nephew
on his right leg.

■QLCEE, FIVE

HOLES RUNNING TO THE BONE.-A Druggist's Testimony.

that I send another and a larger order for your CtmPlease send two dozen extra of the Resolvent, i receive daily the most,
encouraging and satisfactory reports of the wonders it is working, not only from those
who have had it, hut those who are now using it. I persuaded an elderly lady, who had
an ulcer on her leg, to use it. She took my advice, and soon began to get better. Her
leg, whichhad five holes running to thebone, and all discharging matter, and very painful, is now quite well. She is able now to work well, walk well, and sleep well, and is
otherwise in perfect health. She has already renewed her supplies five times, and says
It is with the utmost pleasure

cura.

she never mean- to bo

without a

bottle of Resolvent in the house.
JAS. P. DERBY, Druggist, Fitchburg, Mass.
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CN THE LEG- FCR SEVEN YEARS CURED.
■JJLCERAlioul
eight years since my eldest sister accidentally knocked the skin off theshltl, Just
above the mikle. Though the pain mid Inconvenience were at first trilling, it so m became
Sore andlender to the loach, io that she could not button her boot. Ii soon broke out
Into n:i open ulcer We tried all the salves and ointments we could see or hear of, mid
the sore healed up for a short time, but soon broke out again worse than ever. It continued to break and heal for fully four years; until, seeing one of your (uticuha boxes
at a mate’s honor, 1 asked him what lie thought of it. He said; “Tiyit and you’ll
sec; it l >e.at* Bnnunghcr.” I took him at his word ; took the box home; it did ils work
well ; got some more ; mid by the time she lunl used three bottles of tho Resolvent, and
two boxes < f too Cl’TICUEa, her leg was quite well. This was t wo years ago ; she lias
not had a sign of anything of the kiud Blare, nnd i in the best of health.
ARCHIBALD MoFAKLANE.
Captain of the Warren IIanting*."
New York IIarbor.
<

"

O THEOAT AND STOMACH FOE TWO YEAKS. Cured in Three Month*.
■QLCEE.3I have
been afflicted with a blood humor for two years, which the best
doctors
-

city

called erysipelas, chronic psoriasis, and scald head. My whole system, especially face,
head, and lungs, was affected. I tried all tho best known advertised remedies, with no
success whatever. Was told by the best lung doctor in this city that the sooner 1 got
cured the better. My symptoms were n humor accompanied by glandular swellings,
with ulcers in the throat and stomach, dry, hacking cough, deafness, with ringing
noises in tho head. For fifteen months I have done nothing hut take medicine with no
benefit whatever. Tho CirriCl'RA Remedies have cured me, in gratitude for wlil ih I
make this public statement.
Respectfully yours,
FRANK A8IILEY.
26 Portland Street, Boston.

■£JLCEE,

VAEICOSE. —Extraordinary Case. Sores from the Knee to the Heel.

On the 23d of Augu*t, 1877, I had the misfortune of having my leg broken, in fiont
of Will hun' Hterns’ dry-good* store, by a ca»o of good* being thrown on ine. The bone
was pet by a physician of this place! Upon removing the splint*, sore* broke out from
my kneo 11 tho heel, and several physician* called it varicose veins, and ordered mo to
wear rubber stocking!. After wearing out about #23 worth of different make* without
any sign* of cure, I bought the Cuticura Remedies, for the pur]>os«, a* I expressed
it at the time, to be humbugged again. Before half had been used I was astonished to
gee the sores heal up one by one, nnd now not one sore is to bo seen.
I recommended
tho same to n neighboring lady who had been troubled f >r years with a sore wrist. After
using hundreds of remedies she is completely cured. Respectfully yours,
HENRY LANDECKER, Dover, N. II.
Corroborated by I.othnous & I’inkham, Druggists, Dover, X. II.

TTLCER3 Cr Huuuinfj Cores on Leg, Beven Years,.
U pitala without Cure.

—

Treated by Physicians and

in Hos-

I had running sores on iny left leg for seven year*, which reduced my limb to simple
skin and U >nc, and unable to support my weight utiles* swat lied in bandage*.
A consultation of physician* i.t the City Hospital of Boston decided that it would have to he
amputated to save my life. .Such was my condition when 1 began t i use tho C’UTICtJHA
Remedies, which have effectually cured me, in gratitude for which I make this public

JOHEl’II A. PALMER, Hudson, Mas*.

statement of my ease.

cr Fever Core, for Tears, Cured.
Could Hardly Walk a Step.
JJLCERWhat
but to testify to the merit* of
tell
is tho truth, told for no other
—

you
purpose
I
Cuticuka Remedies. Mr. Frederick Ycnton, of this town, ha* been troubled for
years wifh a Fever Sore on one of hi i legs. laist fall and all winter he could hardly walk
a step. 1 induced him to take your It« uedies. Ho has taken about four bottle* CirriSoap externally.
Ill* leg
CURA Resolvent, and used the Cuticura and Cuticura
to-day is almost well, and he walks with case. It was n sight to behold, —block, ana
to-day.
change
The
would astonish
swollen verv badly. I wish you could bco his leg
'
CJ1A8. II. TRIPP, Alfred, Me.
you.
the

1JLCEE, SCEOFULOUS,

ON HAND. —Healed In One Week.

Some three or four week* ago I ordered a box of Cl'TICUUA for a bad ciac of Halt
Khellin. The back of one of my wife’* hand* won a running wire. In one week from the
day it arrived her hand was well, and lia» remained *o up to to-day.
E. I\ DAOOKTT, Milford, Me.

'

and IIoiv to• cure Them.
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Five Tears’ Duration.

I cannot find language to describe the tortures I suffered for four years after my last
confinement. Shortly after I got up I was attacked with a disease which my doctor told
me was commonly called “Milk Leg." My limb was swollen at times to an enormous
size, causing the most excruciating pain. It seemed at times as if the iiesli would burst ;
when the swelling subsided I experienced relief. In this state I continued four years,
from one physician and one patent medicine to another, without any relief. To make
matters worse, rheumatism set in, which deprived mo entirely of the use of my limbs.
I was confined to my bed for six months, and was a truly pitiable object. Hearing of
the Cuticura Remedies from some acquaintances, I got a supply of Cuticura and
Resolvent. I used four boxes of the Cuticura and about the same number of bottles
of the Resolvent, and am now better than ever I have been since I married.
MRS. H. ROSENTHAL, Richmond, Va.
—

This is an eruption of scrofulous origin, but is sometimes the
Lupus.
result of contused wounds which have not been carefully attended to, and
have become poisoned by some external impurities or poisonous matter.
They are tubercular or hollow pimples, destroying and eating into the
flesh, and leaving a deep, unsightly, dark-brown scab. It almost always
attacks the face ; but the eruption is not of an ulcerous character. It has
for many years been the fashion to prescribe arsenic internally, and other
metallic poisons as an external remedy, but there is no application so injurious to the system, as it only increases and perpetuates the originating
elements of this affection.
Treatment.
The only effective remedial measures that can be taken
are the utmost cleanliness ; washing the entire affected surface plentifully
—

—

:

with the Cuticura Soap, and subsequently gently applying the Cuticura.
Meanwhile, the Resolvent should be faithfully and persistently taken in
dessertspoonful doses twice per day, which would ultimately eliminate
from the blood the acrid, irritating element which is the cause of the
trouble.

Section 2. —VESICULAR DISEASES OF THE SKIN.
Salt Rheum. —Foremost amongst this class of diseases is Salt
Rheum, or Eczema, as some designate it. It is an eruption of small
vesicles or cells, on various parts of the
skin, usually crowded together, sometimes accompanied by inflammation
around the base, which partakes more
of the scaly character. There are more
than fifteen different species of this
eruption, but all may be recognized
by the small watery blister, about the
size of a pin’s head, concealing the inflamed, raw, Scrofulitic sore beneath.
If not arrested in its progress, it soon
BALT RHEUM PATCH MAGNIFIED.
becomes confluent, or running. It extends with remarkable rapidity all over the body, and speedily takes on the
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more chronic form* of Psoriasis, Scald Head, etc., which we shall notice in
their proper pjace. The absurd und criminal practice of treating these and
similar affections by the external and internal us«“ of mercurial and other
poisonous remedies cannot be too severely deprecated. Common-sense
would teach us that the introduction of these poisons into a system already
enfeebled by the presence of so subtle and powerfhl a poison as Scrofula
cannot but produce a much worse and more incurable condition, instead of
relieving or benefiting the patient. The only course open to the sufferer
from these annoying and obstinate maladies is to adopt and tenaciously
adhere to a series of remedies which shall have been proved by practical
and universal experience to have for their basis the cleansing of the
obstructed surface, the entire purification of the well-springs of life, and
the restoration of the impeded functions to the\r native vigor. These
properties are possessed in an eminent degree by the Citticuka Remedies,
the healing and purifying virtues of which have been testified to by grateful
thousands from all sections of both hemispheres. There is no form of Salt
Kheum or Eczema which it will not subdue and finally banish from the system, if only the «lirections are faithfully and carefully carried out.
Bathe the affected surface in warm water and a profuse
Treatment.
lather of Cuticura Soap dry briskly, but without producing irritation or
inflammation. Now thoroughly anoint the diseased surface with Cuticura ; and when it can be done without irritation, use. brisk friction in
rubbing it in. On many parts, especially the legs, arms, and wrists, it may
afterwards be spread on a soft piece of linen, and kept in place with a bandage until the next dressing. Meanwhile, the Resolvent, in doses adapted
doses sufficient to keep the bowels
to the physical condition of the patient,
active without producing diarrhtna,
will exixd the morbid, acrid humors
present in the blood and other fluids, prevent further fermentation, restore
the appetite, health, and strength, and effectually cure Salt Rheum when all
other remedies fail. This is strong language, but we mean every word of it.
The Cuticura Remedies have for years past proved to be infallible and
reliable agents in producing this happy result. Their introduction lias
effected a thorough revolution in the treatment of all skin and blood
diseases, and it has been emphatically demonstrated, beyond all possibility
of dispute, by hundreds of .aggravated and apparently incurable cases which
a case of
have been subjected to this treatment, that there does not
Chronic Salt Rheum or Eczema, Tetter, Ringworm, Pemphigus, Psoriasis,
Leprosy, Lichen, Prurigo, Scald Head, Dandruff, or Itching or Scaly Eruptions or Humors of the Skin, Scalp, and Blood, that Cuticura externally,
assisted by the Cuticura Soai*, and the Resolvent internally, may not
sjieedily, permanently, and economically cure when all other remedies and
methods of cure have utterly failed. The most conclusive evidence of the
unvarnished truth of this statement will be found in the grateful acknowledgments of those w'ho have experienced the benefits of this treatment,
from which we select those of the most prominent and well-known
—

;

—

—

citizens

:

—
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on Crutches.

A Wonderful Cure.

I have had Salt Rheum on my body and on my leg in a very aggravated form for eight
kind of treatment or medicine or doctors, during this time, did me any permanent good. My friends in Malden and elsewhere know that I have been a great sufferer, and that my condition at times lias been such as to make me despair of ever being
able to find a cure, or even a relief. In fact, when I began the use of Cuticura my limb
was so raw and tender that I could not bear my weight on it without the skin cracking
and bleeding, and was obliged to go about on crutches. I commenced to use the Cuticura in April, and at once realized its beneficial effects. It gradually drew the inflammation and humor to the surface, and as fast as it appeared healed it. At times, large
quantities would come to the surface, causing burning heat, inflammation, swelling, and
itching, which under the constant use of Cuticura, would rapidly subside and heal.
Each time these outbreaks grew less and less severe, and finally disappeared, leaving me
perfectly cured. I used the Cuticura and Soap five months, and took the Resolvent
most of the time, which were the only remedies I used. I think the Resolvent a very
strengthening and purifying medicine to take in such extreme cases as mine, because tindisease is so weakening to the system.

years. No

Very gratefully yours,

Malden.

Mass.
Reference, any citizen

MRS. ASA K. BROWN.

of Malden.

RHEUM,
Helpless for Eight Years. Unable to Walk for One Year. Hot about on
Hands and Knees. A Wonderful Cure.
I have had a most wonderful cure of Salt Rheum. For seventeen yeurs I suffered with
Salt Rheum; I had it on my head, face, neck, arms, and legs. I was not able to walk,
only on my hands and knees, for one year. I have not been able to help myself for eight
years. I triedhundreds of remedies ; not one had the least effect. The doctors said my
ease was incurable. So my parents tried everything that came along. I saw your advertisement, and concluded to try CuticuraRemedies. The first box of Cuticura brought
the Humor to thb surface of my skin. It, would drop off as it came out, until now I am
entirely well. All I can say is, I thank you most heartily for my cure. Any pen-sou who
thinks this letter a fraud, let them write or come and see me, and find out for themselves.
WILT, MCDONALD.
Yours truly.
2'i-fcJ Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

OALT

—

GALT RHEUM, or ECZEMA, Effectually Cured in Eight Weeks. Nothing Equal to the
Cuticura Remedies.
Have never used any remedies for blood diseases that can compare with the < 'uticuka
Remedies.
1 have used them in all forms for a very severe case of what the doctors
called Eczema, which was effectually cured in eight weeks. As a blood purifier, nothing
your
can equal
Cuticura Resolvent. I cannot say too much in their praise, and i
am noising them about the city.
Truly yours, etc.,
BurVhindy
71
Street, New Orleans, La.
MANCEL MAXIXTZ.
RHEUM. —A Remarkable Letter
QALT
State Superphosphate.

®

all

I think I
of three

Rheum.]

from J. A,

Tucker, Esq,, Manufacturer of the Bay

have paid for medicines and medical treatment during the last twenty years
thousand dollar*, without receiving any permanent relief. [Disease, Salt

Last May, while hiking a Turkish bath at 17 Beacon Street, a young man employed
there by the name of Wm. Corbett induced me to allow him to apply a preparation that
he had upon me, assuring me that it was perfectly harmless, and for a certain consideration lie would cure me within thirty days from the time he commenced. In case he
failed to do so I was to pay him nothing. I consented, and he applied it nearly every day
for five weeks, when the disease -entirely disappeared. I very cheerfully paid him the
amount agreed upon, and then asked him what this remedy was, and lie replied that it
was no other than CUTIOUKA.
Since that time I have had no trouble frotn this disease, and have not had such good
health in twenty years as I have had during the last six months.
I have since my recovery bought the Citticuba Remedies and given them to friends
suffering with skin diseases, and in every instance they have cured them. I believe it to
be the greatest discoverv of the present centurv.
J. A. TUCKER.
id Duane Street, Boston, Dec. 'JO, ISTs.

Note. —Mr. Tucker is a well-known citizen, and lias served the city in many important
capacities. He is at present a member of the Board of Aldermen. He is also well
known to agriculturists and farmers as the manufacturer of the celebrated Bay State
Superphosphate.
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RHEUM-

—

Mother had it Twenty Years, and in fact died from it.

Adams. Newark, Ohio, says • “Cuticura Remedies are the greatest medicines
«T.
on earth. Had the worst case Balt Rheum in this county. My mother had it twenty
years, and in fact died from it. I believe Cuticura would have saved her life. My arms,
breast, and head were covered for three years, which nothing relieved or cured until I
used the Cuticura Resolvent (blood purifier) Internally, nnd Cuticura and Cuticura
Boap (the great skin cures) externally.’’ Every species of itchingand scaly skin diseases
cured by the CUTICURA Remedies.
W.

gAM RHEUM,

Covering the Body for Ten Years, Permanently Curod.

Law Office ok Ciias. Houghton,
Street, Boston, Feb. 28, 1878.
I feel it a duty to inform you, and through you all who are Interested to know the fact,
that a most disagreeable and obstinate case of Salt Rheum or Eczema, which has been
under my personal observation from its first appearance to the present time, —about ten
(10) years, —covering the greater portion of the patient’s body andlimbs with its peculiar
irritating and itching scab, and to which all the known methods of treating such disease
had been applied without benefit, has completely disappeared, leaving a cleanand healthy
skin, under a few days of profuse application of Cuticura.
I can and do heartily advise all similarly afflicted to try the remedy which has been so
('HAS. HOUGHTON.
Very truly yours,
effectual in this case.

17

Congress

partaking of many Species, Cured. A Wonderful Story.
S™ DISEASE,
that I made
of the
of skin disease known.
I will
of
now state

a cure

one

worst cases

The patient is a man forty years old. Had suffered fifteen years. His eyes, scalp, and
nearly his whole body presented a frightful appearance. Had had the attention of twelve
different physicians, who prescribed the best remedies known to the profession, such as
iodide potassium, arsenic, corrosive sublimate, sarsaparilla, etc. Had paid $700 for
medical treatment with but little relief. I prevailed upon him to uso tin? Cuticura Résolvent (blood purifier) internally, and the Cuticura and Cuticura Soap (the great
skin cures) externally. He did so, and irait completely cured. The skin on his head,
face, and many other parts of his body, which presented a most loathsome appearance, is

now as soft and smooth ns an infant’s, with no scar or trace of the disease left behind.
He has now been cured twelve months.
Reported by F. II. BROWN, Esq., Barnwell, B. C.
Reference, Dr. II. Baer, Wholesale and Retail Druggist, Charleston, S.C.

gALT RHEUM

for Nine

Years, Speedily Cured with the Cuticura Remedies.

I have been troubled for nine years with Salt Rheum, and have tried every patent
medicine (I think) known to the trade; have also been attended by physicians, out with
no more than a temporary relief. As I had tried everything, it was no more than fair that
I should try yours, which were astonishingly effective, completely curing me. It is two
months since I quit using the medicine, and I am satisfied I am permanently cured.
Gratitude alone prompts me to tender you my testimonial.
Most truly yours,
GEO. F. OWEN,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Denier ln Piano und Organ»,
«

gALT RHEUM

on Face, Head, and Parts of

Body. Head covered with Scabs and Sores.

I commenced to use your Cuticura last July. Have only used one large and one
small box, and one bottle of the Resolvent. My face and head and some parts of my
body were almost raw. My head was covered with scabs and sores, and my suffering
was fearful.
I had tried everything I had heard of in the East and West. My case was considered
a very bad one. One very skilful physician said he would rather not treat it, and some
of them think now I am only cured temporarily. I think not, for I have not a particle of
Balt Rheum about me, and my case is considered wonderful. My case has been the
means of selling a great many of your Cuticura Remedies in this part of the country.
Respectfully yours,
MRS. S. E. WIIIl’PLIC.
Decatur, Mich.

g ALT RHEUM,

OR ECZEMA.

—

Sixteen Months Cured.

Sixteen months since an eruption broke out on my leg and both feet, which turned out
to be Eczema, and caused me great pain and annoyance, I tried various remedies with
no good results, until I used the Cuticuha Resolvent (blood purifier) Internally, and
Cuticura and Cuticura Soap (the great skin cures) externally, which entirely tfured
me, so that my skin is as smooth and as natural as ever.
LEX. M. KRAI LEY.
64 South Street, Baltimore.
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cians. No Use. Cured by Cuticura Remedies.
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of Medicine, tried the Best Physi-

I have been a great sutferer with Salt Rheum for thirty years, commencing in my head
and face and extending over the greater part of my body. I have taken gallons of
medicines for the blood of different kinds and tried good physicians, all of which did me
no good, and I came to the conclusion that I could not be cured. But a friend called my
attention to an article in the Union on skin diseases, and I got Cuticura Remedies.
The first application was a great relief, and the third took the scalesall off, and I felt like
a new man. My skin is smooth and I consider myself entirely cured. Hoping that this
may be seen by some one afflicted as I have been (if there is any) is my earnest wish,
and I cheerfully recommend it to all persons afflicted with like disease.
Yours truly,
B. WILSON LORD.
Agawam, Mass.

OALT RHEUM.—Medicines that Infallibly Cure Salt Rheum, as Cuticura Remedies do, will
Cure any kind of Skin Diseases.

I have been connected with the drug business for twenty years, and have handled every
blood purifier and remedy of any consequence for the treatment of Blood, Skin, and Scalp
diseases, and unhesitatingly say that no system of remedies ever devised or compounded

so completely and thoroughly eradicates the diseases for which they are intended as the
Cuticura Remedies. Many remarkable cures have come to my knowledge, and I feel
safe in warranting satisfaction if directions are followed. Medicines that infallibly cure
Salt Rheum, as Cuticura Remedies do, will cure any kind of skin diseases.
'
• CHAS. II. MORSE,
Respectfully,
IIolliston, Mass.
Proprietor Morse’s Dyspepsia Cure.

"JiHE

HALF HAS NOT BEEN TOLD AS TO CUTICURA

REMEDIES,

The half has not been told as to the great curative powers of the Cuticura Remedies.
I have paid hundreds of dollars for medicines to cure diseases of the blood and skin, and
never found anvthing yet to equal the Cuticura Remedies.
OH AS. A. WILLIAM'S, Providence, R. I.
Have done for me wlmt hundreds of dollars spent on other remedies have failed to do,
do not hesitate to recommend them as first-class articles.
Yours truly,
MARK Bit ANNAN.

and I

CarbondXle, Pa.

Herpes (so called because it creeps or spreads gradually over the skin,
and more generally known as shingles) arises in distinct but irregular clusters, spreading around the body like a girdle. Sometimes they appear on
the nose and in other parts. They are close together ; appear and disappear very suddenly ; have an inflamed base ; are of the size of a millet
seed ; are at times confluent ; and are generally attended with heat, pain,
and considerable constitutional disorder. The areas of these rings of eruption are slightly discolored, and leave behind them brownish discolorations.
The eruption lasts from ten to fifteen days. The vesicles are hard ; the fluid
dense, yellow or reddish, hot, acrid, and corroding the surrounding skin.
Treatment. —All the varieties of Herpes require nothing more than
daily bathing with warm water and Ccticura Soap, the application of the
affected parts with the Cuticura, and a moderate dose of the Resolvent,
say one tablespoonful once or twice per day, according to the amount' ot
fever or functional disturbance. There is one variety of it which requires
special attention, from the fact that it resembles both Porrigo and Impetigo
in many of its symptoms, except that of their pustular form.
Scabies (meaning to scratch) is the general name of a very large and
extremely revolting family, including among its relatives Ringworm, Psora,
etc., many of them itching eruptions (caused by animal parasites or worms).
—
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and commonly known by the name of the Itch, Scald Head, Porrigo, etc. In
some of these affections both hair and scalp are involved; In others, the
scalp alone is affected; and in others, the affection is confined to tho hair.
Though they are all united by the general name of Scabies, and the locality
of tho eruption is usually confined to tho head and face, their appearance
and their treatment necessarily differ very considerably, and therefore must
bo described and considered separately. The eruption being of a pustular
character, it must bé classed under the next order.
The influence of the Cimcuu.v Rkmkdiks on the so-called Itching Diseases, which partake equally of the vesicular and pustular forms of eruption, is simply marvellous.
TTCHING, SKIN HUMOR. Covering the Upper Part of the Body. Skin Oopper-oolored.
Intolerable Itching and Terrible Suffering.
I have been nfflioteil with a troableeome «kin disease, covering almost completely the
upper part of my body, causing my »kin to «»sum« a copper-colored hue. It could bo
rubber! otf like dandruff, and at ti ne» causing intolerable itching and the rno»t Internet
suffering. I have used blood purifiers, pills and other advertised remedies, but experienced no relief until I procured the CirTicuitA Kk.mkimks, which, although used carelessly and irregularly, cured me, allaying that terrible itching and restoring my skin to
its natural color. T am willing to make affidavit to the truth of this statement.
Milan, Mich.
S. G. IWXTON.
—

Many Years' Duration Cured.
JTCHXNŒ HUMOR ofIToubs,
John W. F.

Esq., North Hampton, N. H., well known as the originator of

ho has been cured by the Cutioura
has been a great sun'erer, as all Ills
He considers them the greatest remedies of the age.

the Citizens’ Line Coaches, Boston, writes that
Kbmkuibs of an Itching Humor from which he

friends know.

JTCHLN'l

HUMOR.

I’lo.iee find

—

More good than Doctors in Three Years of Treatment.

pay for small box of Outicuha, and direct It.to me. The dolsent me has done me more good than ull the doctors In three years. The
done me no good. My feet and legs are healing fast. It is Indeed C’UTIcut.a.
K V AN MORGAN, P. M.
Moscow, Minn.
lar box

doctors

you

50 cents to

have

Section 3. —PUSTULAR

ERUPTIONS.

Scald Head, or Porrigo Favosa, as it is called when coullned to
that part of the body, consists in a collection of pea-sized pustules, flattened
at the top, appearing in clusters lllled with an acrid, fetid fluid, and covered
with large honeycombed scab3 of a dusky hue. The discharge is bad-smelling, and of a mucilaginous character, corroding and forming new sores as
it spreads over the scalp. It not unfrequently extends to the trunk and
extremities, and is in many, though not in all, instances of a contagious character. It occurs both in early and adult life, and when found ou infants is
known by the title “Milk Crust”; evidently the result of an impoverished
condition of the constitution in the mother, of which we shall have to speak
hereafter. Modern researches have established the fact that the crusts of
this eruption are of a vegetable nature, and formed of a parasitic plant. It
need scarcely be said that it involves the hair, and frequently causes its
entire loss,
at any rate while the morbid conditions which have produced
it exist.
—
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Treatment.
The ftrst thing to be done is to cut the hair its close as
possible to the scalp. Entirely cover the crusted scalp with a hot flaxseed
poultice, so as to take the crust oil' and leave the surface'open to the influence of the remedies; then subject the scalp and other parts affected to
a thorough washing with the Cuticura Soap, and water as warm as it can
—

be borne.

The skin should then be" well dried with soft linen rags, and

plentifully lubricated with the Cuticura. Wash daily and apply Cuticura morning and night. The poultice should be used only when there is
a hard crust. A skull-cap, made of oil-skin, so as to prevent the Cuticura
from being rubbed off’ and allow it to be absorbed by the pores of the skin,
should be worn. Meanwhile the Resolvent should be taken twice or thrice
per day, in quantities as large as possible without producing positive diarrhoea. The patient should avoid all heating food, and his diet be nutritive
and cooling, the object being to afford him as much strength as possible
without increasing the natural tendency of the blood to fermentation or
inflammation. The action of the Cuticura Remedies has been so marvellously beneficial in all cases where they have been adopted as to produce
almost miraculous effects. In corroboration we quote the following :
—

pORRIGO
For

FAVOSA FOR FIVE TEARS, Cured in Six Weeks.

benefit of the world I wish to make this statement: I have been afflicted with
a skin disease for about five years, and have tried almost everything that I could hear of,
without any relief whatever, until I saw your Cuticura Remedies advertised, and concluded to try them. I certify that I only used them about six weeks, until I was entirely
well, hut before I commenced using them, my face, breast, and hack were almost a solid
scab, and I often scratched the blood from my body. I am now entirely well, and think
your Cuticüra Remedies are the best for skin diseases that ever was brought before
the

the public.
Caddo, Ind.

gCALD

*

Teh.

HEAD, Nine Tears' Duration, Cured.

K.

M. FOX.

t

Since July last I have been using your Cuticura for Scald Head, and it has cured me
when all medicines that I have token for nine years did me no good. I am now using it
as a hair dressing, hut my head is well. It keeps the hair in very nice condition.
H. A. RAYMOND,
Auditor Fort Wayne, Jackson A Saginaw It. It.
Jackson, Mich.

The consideration of these vegetable growths on the scalp and body now
naturally brings us to the animal parasites known as
Ringworm, Herpes circinnatus, or Porrigo scatulata. —This disgusting eruption appears in circular patches, containing clusters of small lightyellow pustules which scab off, and, if neglected, become hard by accumulation. If the scabs be removed, the surfacé is left red and shining, but
studded with slightly elevated points, containing these little insects or
worms. It occurs in children from three to ten or twelve years of age, and
is very unmanageable. If not attended to, it soon involves the whole
scalp.
Treatment.
If the scalp is affected, the hair should be cut as close as
possible. Wash the affected part with the Cuticura Soap and warm water,
and after careful drying apply the Cuticura liberally, using as much friction as the sensitive condition of the affection will admit. Where of long
standing, the solution of Sal Prunella (made by dissolving four ounces of
Prunella balls in a quart of weak vinegar, or one pint of strong vinegar and
—
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one pint of water) may be used to wft the lace and scalp wherever affected,
three or four times daily, for three days, and then apply the Cuticuua for
three days and so alternate until cured. To cleanse the sore, use warm
water with the Cuticuua Soap. In this disease, as in many others, rapid
progréss follows the internal use of the Resolvent in liberal doses. The
discharge from the skin under the influence of the Resolvent soon ceases
to be irritating, and the cure in consequence progresses rapidly.
How this treatment has insulted is demonstrated in the testimony below.
FOR SIX YEARS, Got at Barber's, Cured.
RINGWORM
the barber'*, for nix
I have had Ringworm Humor,

got at
a
yearn, which npread all
over my earn, face, aud neck, and which itched and irritated me a great dual. I have
used many remedies, by advice of physician*, without benefit. Your Cuticura Remedies have entirely cured me, taking every bit ofhumor off my face aud leaving it as
smooth an a dollar. 1 thunk you again for the help it has been to me.
UEO. W. BROWN,
48 Marshall Street, Providence, R. I.
Mason-

Another species of Pokkigo is variously called Alopecia and Tima tonsorius, or Falling off of the Hair, Beard and Eyebrows, leaving patches of
baldness on the scalp here and there, without decay or change of color in the surrounding hair,
these patches being left smooth, shining, and
white. It occurs in adults, and even in youth at
all ages and both sexes.
Treatment. —The treatment consists in keeping the scalp cleared by cutting the hair as close
as possible, and in stimulating and cleansing the
affected part by washing the head with the CuriCUR v Soar and a thorough application of CtmCURA. The success of the treatment with th< sc
remedies can be aicompli.'hed only by the constant administration of medium doses of the Kksolvent. We subjoin one or two testimonials.
or FALLING OF

THF. HAIR.

—

A Perfect Restoration.

A year and a half ago last July, my hair began to fall off, leaving on the back of mj
head a small bare spot which gradually enlarged until it measured two or three inches.
Another bare *pot appeared on the top of my head. My hair became so dry and lifeless
that I could pull out large quantities without feeling It. After falling to receive any
benefit from other remedies, I began the use of the C'Pticura Remedies, Cuticura and
Cuticura Soap externally, aqd the Resolvent Internally, which in about four months'
time completely reproduced my hair on every part of my scalp, and it is now as thick
and strong as it ever was.
Very res]>ectfully,
FRANK A. HtAN,
Boston.
Steam Fire Engine A’o. 0I certify to the truth of the above.
M. 14. Kimball, Foreman Ko. 6.
or FALLING OF THE HAIR, for Ten Years, Cured.
I want to tell you what CuTICL’KA has done for me. About ten yearn ago my hair
began falling out, cnuaed by Humor of the Bcaln. I tried various remedies, too numerous to mention, without relief, until I began using the Outicuba Remedies which have
entirely cured me and new hair is beginning to grow.
\V. Lake Street, Chicago, III.
We know the above to be true.
Mart K. Townsend, 412 W. Jask son Street.
Mrs. C. A. Gray, 341 Fulton Street.
8:i7

MKB. O. J. ROOT.
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or FALLING OF THE HAIE, AND ULCERS, Cured,
I know not how adequately to express my gratitude for the introduction to the Cutioura Remedies. A t that time I gave up all hopes of ever being cured. My head was
one mass of sores. My hair came out, leaving bare spots. My head scenic d as if it
would burst; then, when 1 raised it, I was quite giddy for a few minutes. Every slamming of the door, every sudden noise, would cause a trembling and a cold sweat to come
over me. I was induced to try the Cuticura Remedies; the Cuticura for the Ulcers
on the Scalp, and the Resolvent as a Constitutional Regenerator. The first week gave
me so much encouragement that I determined to persevere to the end. In six weeks I
had no further trouble; my hair showed signs of growth, and did not fall out. My
nervous derangement subsided, and at the present moment my health is thoroughly
restored, and there are no signs of any return of my former trouble. I owe it all to the
Cuticura.
FRANCIS II. LIVIXGSTOXE.
Salamanca, X. Y.
-

Ecthyma is a species of Seall or Scald, consisting of large round pustules, always distinct, and seated upon a hardened and highly inflamed
base. In the course of a day or two the pustules generally break, and
olive-brown incrustations are found which adhere firmly to the skin.
These separate and fall off in about a fortnight. Chronic Ecthyma occurs
under several forms, the most important of which are Infantile Ecthyma
and Constitutional Ecthyma ( E. cached! cum).
Treatment. —The treatment for Infantile Ecthyma must of course be
partly through the mother and partly with the child,
the mother taking
tolerably brisk doses of the Resolvent daily while nursing, the infant
being well washed with the Cuticura Soap and warm water and liberally
anointed with the Cuticura every night and morning. In the ordinary
cases of youth and adults, constant attention to and observance of the treatment prescribed for the other pustular diseases will effect the desired cure.
We need scarcely remark that in all these rodent, pustular, and vesicular
forms of eruption, all food of a heating, gross, or rich character should be
specially, avoided.
—-

There is a hybrid species of eruption, of a vesiculo-pustulous descrip-

tion, peculiar to the climate of Texas and the Western States, but not
unfrequently met with elsewhere, called Prickly Heat. It is of a highly
inflammatory itching character, and when scratched exudes an acrid fluid
which gives rise to very unpleasant sensations.
Very frequent washings in strong solutions of Cuticura
Treatment.
Soap and wtfrm water, followed by an application of the Cuticura over the
eruption, with strict attention to the purification of the blood by dessertspoonful doses of the Resolvent night and morning, will soon effect a
cure, as Mr. Buckley and many others testify :
—

—

pRICKLY

HEAT. Enclosed please find one dollar for a large box of Cuticura. The small one that I received some time ago lias been very efficacious, especially in Prickly lient or Rash, as some
people call it. I am noising it about.
THOMAS W. RUCKLEY.
Yours truly,
Mason, Texas.

If will lie unnecessary for us to take any special notice of
and its varieties, Measles, Chicken-Pox, or those eruptive
diseases to which children are especially liable (independent of hereditary or
constitutional tendency), except in reference to the affections (or sequelae)
by which they are often followed. We cannot refrain, however, from
remarking that even in these children’s diseases (in which all the impurities

Small-Pox
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contained in the body seem drawn to one focus and expelled by this single
effort of nature), the Cuticuka Remedies will be found extremely grateful
and effective in assisting nature and greatly lessening the danger, the
severity, and the period of sickness.
By the application of the Cutiuura Soar the skin will be
Treatment.
cleansed from the foul emanations which exude and the pores receive new
vigor. The Cuticuka gently rubbed over the surface by the hand, linen,
or a camcTs-hair brush, according to its condition at the time, will subdue
the inflammation, allay the irritation, and impart a pleasant coolness to the
body; while the Cuticuka Resolvent, given in doses of a teaspoonful,
once or twice per day, will not only purify the fluids of the body, but
materially promote the expulsion of the poisonous matter through the great
excretory organs, the kidneys, liver, and skin. In a great number of
instances, where the children are of a healthy constitution, it would act as
an antidote and obviate the attack altogether.
Notice.
There is no external application so certain of preventing pitting in Small-Pox as Cuticuka. The same remarks will, as a rule, apply
to Measles; but unfortunately, in large communities, especially when the
children inherit any weakness or suffer from deficiency of nutrition, the
disease leaves behind it a certain predisposition to other ailments, such as
relapsing fever, or wakes up a latent poison in the system which will
require the utmost care to avert.
Treatment.
In such cases the Cuticuka Resolvent, administered in
one teaspoonful daily
quantities proportionate to the age of the patient,
under six years, and two teaspoonfuls daily over that age,
will act as u
tonic, as a laxative, and as a preservative against all possible physical ills.
Tetter or Impetitjo is a very common but very annoying affection îh
ail parts of the American continent, and occasionally in Asiatic und European countries. It is unaccompanied
by fever, not contagious, and is a sort
of dry Salt Rheum, though tin; heat is
much more intense and the pain penetrates deeper into the tissues. It is
covered with a hard bfown crust,
without inflammatory base, and is peculiarly obstinate and difficult to cure.
—

—

—

—

—

—

Treatment.

—

First, soften the hard

present, by the application of hot flaxseed poultices. A steady
adherence to the Cuticuka Remedies, in the same manner and quantity us
recommended for Porrigo, will conquer the most inveterate case. This
fact is testified to most emphatically by a large number of persons who
have experienced its beneficial influence, from whom we select t he following :

crust, if

ALMOST CUBED WITH THE F1BST APPLICATION.
'J'ETTEBHaving
been troubled for many
Tetter, arid
1

year* >vith th
«pent many a hard-earned
dollar, I wan given a tritt) of th« CuTItvnA HeMBDIKH, and, thank Ood, iny handn ure
well. I never had anything do me good like that. Sometime* my heart wo* sore, thinking I would have to give tip altogether with my nore band*, and having a «inall family to
take care cf; but oh! thank Ood, my liaiul* ere wa ll, *o I again return thank«.
ELIZABETH BUCKLKT.
.
IieapectfuUy,
Littleton, X. II.

and How to cure Them.
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COMPLICATION OF TETTER WITH RHEUMATISM OF THE HIP.

Robert Stewart has been a great sufferer for years with Tetter of a very aggravated
form. lie has received treatment from half a dozen of the best physicians in this locality,
witli but little relief. Some time ago he began the use of the Cuticura Remedies,
which have helped him beyond all expectation ; also relieved a rheumatic affection of
the hip, for which he is very thankful. There are other cases in this town that can give
similar testimonials.
Respectfully j’ours,
W. V. BYARD,
Druggist.
Sharon, Pa.

IMPETIGO OF THE FACE AND SCALP, ECZEMA OF THE BACK AND SHOULDERS.
—A Wonderful Cure.
v
It affords me pleasure to Bend you the following report of a remarkable cure by your
Cuticuka Remedies. For two years the patient had suffered with Impetigo on the face
and scalp, and Eczema in its worst form on the back and shoulders. For eighteen
months he was under medical treatment, sometimes better and sometimes worse, but
never cured. As the Impetigo increased in severity his hair began to fall off rapidly,
and he was fearful thathe would lose it all. Eight months ago ho began the use of the
Cuticuka Remedies, and by perseverance and the regular application of the remedies
he is now not only cured of every phase of the disease, but has a better head of hair
than ever before. I am therefore enabled, by personal observation, to certify to the groat
, curative properties of the Cuticura Remedies in the treatment of Skin and Scalp
• Truly yours,
diseases.
H. F. HOWELL.
Sarnia, Canada.

Acne or Common Pimples as it is sometimes called, is a distinct, hard,
inflamed tubercle, continuing for a considerable length of time, and suppurating slowly and imperfectly. They usually appear on the forehead,
temples, and chin, and are common to both sexes; but the most severe
forms are seen in young men.
Acne is a peculiarly obstinate disease, and unless the
Treatment.
patient is thoroughly determined to persevere in the application of the
Cuticuka Remedies it will be time and money thrown away.
Sycosis Dr Barber's Itch is an ulcerous eruption, or fungous growth
of the shape of a fig, the distinctive feature of which is that every pustule
has a hair in its centre. It may be conveyed by contact, such as shaving
after a person afflicted with it, from which it derives its second name. The
eruption consists of clusters of inflamed but not very hard tubercles, which
attack the bearded portion of the face and on the scalp in adults, usually
clustering together in irregular patches.
Though this eruption is peculiarly revolting and stubTreatment.
born, it has never yet failed to succumb to the purifying and poison-exterminating action of the Cuticuka Remedies. It is specially necessary that
the affected parts should be shaved as close as possible. A most efficacious
wash, to be used in conjunction with the Cuticura and the Cuticuka
Resolvent, will be found in Sal Prunella, four ounces to one pint of water
and one pint of vinegar, wetting the face freely with it three or four times
per day. The treatment would prove exceedingly effective if this wash
were used for .one week according to directions ; then, for two days, use
the Cuticura ; then another week of the wash ; not forgetting the absolute
necessity of taking the Cuticura Resolvent once or twice a day in dessertspoonful doses.
Worms in the Intestines, which are common to children and adults
,

—

—

of both sexes, if not immediately attended to, are productive of much inconvenience and sickness.
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Treatment. —They may always be kept under control, and in a short
time entirely expelled, by taking teaspoonful or tablespoontill doses of the
Resolvent, according to age, and keeping the rectum and intestinal canal
perfectly clean by the washing of the parts with the Cr rioi'K v Soap and
warm water, followed by an application of the Cuticura.

Section 4.-ERUPTIVE FEVERS, OR EXANTHEMATA.
This general name is given to all affections of the skin in which there is
a continuous redness in some special localities, attended with a certain
amount of inflammation and constitutional disturbance, but not necessarily
contagious. The principal medical authorities have included in this category the disease so much to be feared in contused wounds or surgical
injuries, and which is also frequently transmitted by hereditary tendency,
anti appears in a constitutional form, viz.
Erysipelas, sometimes called St. Anthony's Fire from its gradual extension to the neighboring parts. There is a superficial inflammation of the
skin, "with general fever, tension, and considerable swelling of the part, the
surface being smooth, and shining as if oiled. The pain and heat are more or
less acrid, the redness disappears when the partis pressed with the fingers,
but returns immediately on the removal of the pressure;. Frequently small
vesicles or watery blisters appear on the surface of the skin, which dry up
and fall off under the form of branny scales. It usually lasts from ten to
fourteen days. It generally yields to the cooling influence of frequent
washing with the Cuticpka Soap and warm or tepid water, and the subsequent application of Cutiouua, with the internal administration of a dessertspoonful of the IIhsoi.vknt once per day. Local applications y.re seldom
If the inflammation becomes very severe and invades the
serviceable.
parts beneath, gangrene is likely to take place. It is usually accompanied
bv disturbance of the stomach and the brain. Delirium and stupor increase
:

—

,

gradually as the disease advances. The face is the most common seat of
Erysipelas, which often originates from diseases of the mucous membrane
of the nose, as Eczema, Syphilitic and Lupous I'leers, from affections of the
bony structure, and proceeds most frequently from wounds on the face and
other parts of the body. It takes its origin always from one place, from
which the general symptoms follow. Fatal terminations are due to the
presence of Pysemia, Pneumonia, Pleurisy, or (Edema of the Brain.
Treatment. —Alarming symptoms demand the immediate attention of
the family physician. The skin should be kept cool and moist by repeated
applications of the Ccticvha Soar and Cuticura.
There is an inflammation of the skin called
Pseudo-Erysipelas.
Pseudo-Erysipelas, from its great similarity in appearance to Erysipelas,
caused by a local poisoning with putrefying animal matter. The skin becomes of a deep red color, swollen, stiff, and horny, like a board, and exceedingly painful, with high fever, the inflammation generally ending in the
collection of a large amount of pus, the tissue and skin being rapidly
undermined, the soft parts gangrenous, and the bony structure destroyed.
The danger from Pyæmia is very great.
—
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and of
A liberal and constant use of the Cuticuka
Treatment.
the Cuticuka, with brisk doses of the Resolvent, say a tablespoonful
twice or three times per day, until the poison is expelled, will generally
cure and always mitigate the suffering and the danger.
Soap

—

pRYSIPELAS

IN THE CHRONIC FORM FOR YEARS, Cured.

A lady living about five miles from this town, who has been troubled with Erysipelas
for many years, swollen limbs, bad sores, and scales and scabs on her legs, has been
entirely cured by live months’ treatment with yourCuticura aud Cuticura Resolvent
(blood purifier)..
JNO. R. RIRLEY.
Bridgeport,

Conn.

pRYSIPELAS

OF SIX YEARS' STANDING, Cured.

pRYSIPELAS

OF TEN YEARS’ STANDING, Cured.

If the blessing of a poor afflicted young woman can be any gratification to you, you
assuredly have mine. I had Erysipelas in its worst form. My arms were swollen to
twice their size and covered with blisters. My feet and legs were dropsical and full of
water. My face was inflamed andbloated so that my eyes closed. I was in an awful
state. At this time a kind neighbor sent me what she had on hand of Cuticura RemeThe Resolvent operated upon my kidneys
dies. They were successful from the start.
and drained off all the water and all the poison in my system. My strength came back,
and soon every trace of the disease left me. Thanks to your great medicine, which I
MINERVA B. HASKELL.
shall always praise.
Springfield, Mass.

It is more than two years since I began to use the Cuticura Remedies ; and feeling
that ray health bas been greatly improved by them, I deem it my duty to inform you how
much I prize your invaluable preparations, especially the Resolvent, which has given
me a new lease of life. I had for a number of years been troubled with Erysipelas, and
had used almost every patent medicine advertised, without success. I almost despaired
of recovery, when one day a friend told me of the Cuticura. After using it I foundmy
general health greatly improved ; and since then I have continued its use in my family.
I am convinced that the Cuticura Remedies will be instrumental in relieving a vast
amount of human suffering.
ANDREW DONAHOE.
East Somerville, Mass.

Scarlet Fever, or Scarlatina, differs very materially from either SmallPox or Measles. It originates in infection, and gives certain and unmistakable evidence of its origin in it morbid condition of the blood. The
contagion appears to be contained in the exhalations or perspiration and
breath.of the patient, and communicated to the surrounding atmosphere,
or even in the clothes of accidental visitors to the infected person. Chil-.
dren and adults are equally liable to its attack. In Scarlet Pever there is
always more or less inflammation of the alimentary canal and air passages,
and the kidneys, liver, and spleen are proportionally affected as the fever
increases or abates.
Relaxation of the bowels, coma, delirium, and convulsions are frequent accompaniments of the disease in childhood. Typhoid
symptoms are very often present, especially when it attacks youth or
adults, indicating a very advanced condition of blood poisoning, usually
ending fatally. In some extremely malignant or severe cases, the eruption
has been naturally mistaken for erythema or roseola.
The most dangerous complications to which the poison of Scarlet Fever
may lead are diphtheritic inflammation of the tonsils, and gangrenous
inflammation of .the sub-maxillary glands (situate below the lower jaw).
In the first instance the swollen mucous membrane is soon covered with
dingy white patches, leaving unhealthy ulcers in the latter; abscesses are
spontaneously formed, followed by gangrene. In scrofulous subjects, aft'ec-
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tions of the ear, enlargement and suppuration of the tonsils, dropsy, and
affections of the kidneys ordinarily result from the visitation of Scarlet
Fever.
Treatment.
The only treatment possible is. llrst, the strictest attention to cleanliness of person and immediate surroundings; second, the
thorough ventilation of the rooms once or twice a day ; third, a careful and
systematic cleansing of the entire surface of the body with Cuticuua Soar
and warm water; a liberal lubrication by hand or soft linen with the
Cuticuka, thus supplying the system with the necessary moisture of which
the fever and the morbid matters in the blood have deprived it; and lastly,
but by no means least, the Cuticuua Resolvent, by the repeated and persistent use of which the vital fluid will be purified and regenerated, and the
dormant functions of the body be stimulated to their normal vigor. In
the case of children under t welve years, two teaspoonfuls should be taken
daily; youth or adults, a tablespoonful morning and evening. When the
disease has attacked the tonsils and bronchite especially, the local or general remedies must be supplemented by occasional doses of the Cuticuua (a
piece about the size of a large pea bean dissolved in the mouth), until the
throat symptoms subside. Great care must be taken against undue exposure to cold or change of weather ; a free action of the skin must be secured ;
occasional warm or vapor baths must be taken ; and the beverages should
consist of lemonade, barley water, etc. In malignant cases, no time should
be lost in calling in the family physician.
Urticaria, or Jlivis, so called, because the eruption resembles that produced by the stings of a nettle, is a disease distinguished by those elevations of the skin called wheals. They have a white top, and are often
surrounded by a diffuse redness. They excite intolerable itching, especially
when the person is warm in bed. The eruption frequently comes and goes
once or more in the twenty-four hours, and is usually caused by gastric
derangement. In some people Nettle Rash is induced by eating shell-fish,
nuts, eggs, etc.
It is not usually a disease of any consequence, and its
Treatment.
treatment would be confined to the liberal use of the Resolvent in laxative
doses of one tablespoonful twice per day, with occasional anointing with
CuncURA after the morning’s ablution in Cutioura Soai* and warm water.
With this treatment the itching would be quelled in a day or two, and the
eruption entirely disappear in the course of a week.
%

—

•

—

Section 5.

—

SCALY AFFECTIONS OF THE SKIN.

Lepra, or Leprosy, is u loathsome and contagious disease, known and
dreaded from the earliest ages of mankind. There are many varieties, the
most ancient of which is the Leprosy of the Jew's, which w as distinguished
by certain symptoms peculiar to the climate of the East. The modern Leprosy is ordinarily called Psoriasis in this country and in Europe ; in the
East it bears the names of Elephantiasis Arabum and Elephantiasis Grecorum, the last-named of which is very nearly allied to, if not the same as
our Psoriasis.
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Psoriasis is a disease of the skin, described by mother-of-pearl-like
scales, more or less closely packed together, situated on a reddened base,
from which they can be easily raised with the nail, and after the removal of
which is seen at first a pale, afterward a reddened, and finally a bleeding
surface. In many cases the symptoms are the same as Leprosy, with the
The whole family of itches ' (the grocer’s, washertenderness added.
woman’s, etc.), the barber’s itch excepted, is included under the term
Psoriasis.
Treatment. —Take a bath
water'about blood heat or a little wariper
once a day, using the Cuticuka Soap so as to soften and remove the
scales and hardened cuticle. Apply Cuticura morning and evening, working it wei 1 into the skin, when this can be done without irritation or inflammation, and take tablespoonful doses of the Resolvent morning and night ;
or if preferred, and found to agree with the system, morning, noon, and
night. Where the Resolvent is taken three times daily, it is better to take
—

—

it immediately after meals.
Read carefully the following testimonial from Hiram E. Carpenter, which
in itself is enough to stamp the Cuticura Remedies as the greatest curative agents known in the w orld of medicine. Every word of this certificate
is true as Holy Writ.
OR LEPROSY FOR TWENTY YEARS,-A Startling Revelation of SufferPSORIASIS
ing. Case abandoned by Doctors, Hospitals, etc., as Incurable, Cured by the Cuticura

Remedies.
for twenty years with an obstinate skin disease, called by some
others Leprosy, commencing on my scalp; and in spite of all I
of the most skilful doctors, it slowly hut surely extended, until
a year ago this w inter it covered my entire person in form of dry scales. For the last
three years I have 'been unable to do any labor, and suffering intensely all the time.
Every morning there could be nearly a dustpanful of scales taken from the sheet on my
bed, some of them half as large as the envelope containing this letter. In the latter part
of winter my skin commenced cracking open. I tried everything, almost, that could be
thought of, without any relief. The 12th of June I started West, in hopes I could reach
the Hot Springs. I reached Detroit, and was so low I thought I should have to go to the
hospital, but finally got as far as Lansing, Mich., where I had a sister living. One Dr.
treated me about two weeks, but did me no good. All thought 1 had hut a short time to
live. I earnestly prayed to die. Cracked through the skin all over my hack, across my
ribs; arms, hands, limbs, feet badly swollen; toe-nails came off; finger-nails dead and
hard as bone ; hair dead, dry, and lifeless as old straw. O my God ! how 1 did suffer.
My sister, Mrs, E. II. Davis, had a small part of a box of CÙticub v in the house. She
We will try Cuticur \.” Some was applied on one hand and
would n’t give up ; said,
arm. Eureka! there was relief; stopped the terrible burning sensation from the word
go. They immediately got the Resolvent, Current v, and Soap. I commenced by
taking one tablespoonful of Resolvent three times a day, after meals; had a hath once
a day, water about blood heat ; used Cuticura Soap freely; applied Cuticura morning and evening. Result, returned to my home In just six weeks from time I left, and
my skin as smooth as this sheet of paper.
Henderson, Jefferson Co., NT. Y.
HIRAM E. CARPENTER.
I have been afflicted
M. D.’s Psoriasis, and
could do, with the help

“

Sworn to before me this nineteenth

day of January, 1880.

A. M. Leffingwell, Justice of the Peace.
We hereby certify that we are acquainted with the aforesaid Hiram E. Carpenter, and
know his condition to have been as stated. We believe his statement to be true in every
particular.

L. B. Simmons & Son, Merchants, Henderson, X. Y.
G. A. Thompson, Merchant, Henderson, N. Y.
A. A. Davis, Henderson, N. Y.
Millard E. Joiner, Merchant, Henderson, N. Y.
John Carpenter, Henderson, N. Y.
A. M. Leffingwell, Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law, Henderson, N. Y.
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Modern Miracle

iutoninhing results from the ns« of

Outionra.

We have a case of Leprosy in our poorliouso which Is beiuK cured by your 't'TicuH a
Remedies. The county had employed all of our doctors, and had sent to New York
for advice, but to no avail. The patient commenced using the (JUTICUK A, and immediately began getting better, lie had been confined to his bed for two and one half years.
Hail not hail his clothes on (luring this time. Last week lie dressed for the first time.
When he walked, there would at least one. quart of scales come off of him. This happened every day. We think it Is n wonderful cure. We do net say lie is cured; hut he
is in a fair wav’to be cured, to say the least.
Yours truly,
DUNNING BROTHERS,
Jtruggists anil llook-sellers.
Alleoak, Mich.
Note. Messrs. Dunning Brothers are thoroughly reliable gentlemen, and were
unknown to us prior to the receipt of this letter. We firmly believe the OUTIÇURA
Remedies will permanently cure this very severe case of Leprosy, as it has done
many others.
<

—

pSORIASIS.

—

Nineteen Years of Suffering, and Hundreds of Dollars for Medicine.

I have been afflicted for nineteen years with Psoriasis, and have spent hundreds of dollars for doctors and stud- they call blood purifiers. Doctors did not know what to call my
disease. I would scratch nights until I scratched myself raw; then it would dry and
form into scales, which wouldall be scratched off lisxt night, and so on. I have been
completely cured by the CuTtcuitA Remedies.
Concord Street, Custom Mill,
Most respectfully,
.
Memphis, Tenn.
THOMAS DELANY.
’

Pityriasis, or Dandruff (the last name meaning a spreading filthy eruption), is a very superficial affection, characterized by Irregular patches of
thin scales which repeatedly shed themselves or brush off, ami immediately
grow again. They never form crusts or are accompanied by excoriations.
It is not contagious. There are three or four varieties of form, the most
important being an erythematous or inflammatory separation of the skin
from the tissue beneath. This is frequently found in childhood and old
persons; and sometimes, with children, this Dandruff is supplemented with
clots of fatty and acid matter, which makes the affection very troublesome
and obstinate.
Tkkatmbxt.
The Cutiuuka Remedies constantly and faithfully administered, in the method and quantities we have prescribed for the ordinary’
itching diseases, will speedily conquer the affection, and leave the scalp as
clear and smooth as a piece of marble. We would suggest thut the hair
should lie kept cut as close as possible, short of shaving tin; scalp. The
following testimonial will show the effect of these remedies :
—

—

FOR TWENTY YEARS, Cured.
■QANDRUFF
For
last twenty year« I have been troubled about an bad a« any one I ever

tbo
hhw with
Dandruff. My scalp was completely covered with «cales, «omet ime* nearly a quarter of
two
it
«Inro
purchased
inch
«izc.
considered
incurable.
About
mouth«
Ct’Tlun
in
I
I
CuBA and Cuticura Soap, and in about two week« after commencing to u»e them, T
found the Dandruff entirely gone. My ««-alp 1« now a« free from It and a« healthy a« it
could possibly be. I feel it my duty to both you and the public to «täte the above fact«.
Your» respectfully,
THOMAS LEE,
Sewing Machine healer.
No. gJTÖ Fkankeord Avenue, 1‘UILadelpuia, Pa.

Ichthyosis, or Fish-Skill, so called from the resemblance of the
thick, horn-like scales of a large llsh. It is sometimes met
with in Southern America, but seldom iu the northern regions. It is, in
fact, a morbid incrustation, which if taken at the onset may be penetrated
by’ the application of the Cuticura, and counteracted internally by the
pnrifÿlng and stimulating properties of the Resolvent.
skin to the
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We have had several cases in which considerable mitigation has oeen
effected, ana tangible promise given of ultimate cure if the remedies were
persevered in. But from the fact that in the majority of skin diseases the
natural and only effective remedies are seldom tried until the disease has
assumed a chronic and reputably incurable phase, there has been no opportunity as yet to fully test the virtues of the Cuticura Remedies in eradicating the disease. So far as it has gone, however, the Cuticura treatment has been more productive of immediate relief and permanent
amelioration than any other remedial agent yet introduced to the public.

Section 6.

—

ELEVATED PIMPLES

OR

PAPULES.

Lichen is another name for Impetigo or Tetter, of which we have already
treated. The itching or pricking sensation is the only symptom which
could clearly be defined, which naturally brings it under the same treatment as Tetter and Psoriasis.
Prurigo is an intensely itching disease, sometimes existing without
eruption, but having the same characteristic symptoms as that of Herpes
and kindred affections. The treatment suitable to the former could alone
prove effectual to Prurigo.

Section 7.— BULLÆ
Pemphigus. This disease is generally the result of an impoverished
condition of the body, stagnation of functional action, and deficiency
of circulation. Fortunately, it is Comparatively rare, and as it indicates
a morbid or prostrate condition of the muscular and nervous systems,
demonstrates its constitutional or hereditary origin. It is here and in
such diseases that the Cuticura Remedies
especially the Resolvent
are destined to work such medical miracles. A patient suffering from this
disease usually loses all heart, and prays for death as the only effectual
means of relief. It is in the recovery and restoration of such cases as
these that the Cuticura Remedies will gain their most glorious victories.
We welcome and invite the attention of all so afflicted. The symptoms are
the appearance of a number of vesicles or water blisters, about the size of
a filbert, all over the body. They are transparent, with a red, inflamed
edge, but without surrounding blush or tumefaction; on breaking, they are
disposed to ulcerate ; the fluid is colorless, or only slightly colored ; the accompanying fever arises from anaemia and entire loss of physical strength.
In such cases, the only treatment is a good nourishing
Treatment.
diet; exercise in the open air (riding, etc.); the adoption of a regular
system of bathing once per day, with gentle friction to excite the absorbent
vessels, using warm water and Cuticura Soar; anointing the body with
Cuticura after the bath ; and the daily administration of the Resolvent
—

—

—

—

as a tonic, purifier, and gentle laxative.
Rupia is an eruption of small flattish blisters, which contain fluid, at
first serum or morbid matter; afterwards puriform, or filled with pus, and
often bloody,
which rapidly concretes into crusts, at the base of which
—

—
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are ulcers of variable depths. If the spots are small, it is called Rnpia
simplex; if large and prominent, it is called Unpin prominens.Treatment.
The disease is essentially chronic and constit utional, and
the treatment must commence with the liberal administration of the Outicura Resolvent, brisk doses of one or two tablespoonfuls daily Iniing
given even to the point of relaxation. The unclean surface of the skin
must be cleansed tw'ice or three times per day with warm water and CutiCura Soap, and a thick layer of the Citticura placed over the clusters of
eruption. The result, in a short space of. time, will be a clean skin, a
healthy body, au<l a contented mind.
—

COMPLICATED SKIN DISEASES.
There are many cases of skin disease in which the form of eruption or
peculiar symptoms may be found to partake equally of several of those we
have described, rendering it a matter of great difficulty for even experienced persons to know to w hat special class they belong. In such cases,
there is but one course to pursue : viz., to wash the surface w ell with Cirrici’ba Soap and warm water; use brisk friction; anoint freely with Ctrrifrom two teaCURa; and take regular daily doses of the Resolvent,
spoonfuls to a tablespoonful, according to its action on the bow els. This
treatment will prove perfectly safe, and at once arrest the progress of the
affection.
—

SURGICAL DISEASES (Pyæmia, Septicaemia,
Abscesses, Tumors, Carbuncles, Boils, Old Wounds, etc.)»

Section 8.

—

To bring the matter down to a tine point, and tell the whole truth, the
majority of the diseases enumerated at the heading of this chapter originate
in dirt, carelessness, or wilful neglect of the first, laws
of nature. In plain words, the whole of these diseases
are purulent contamination of the blood, from causes
within the control* of the individuals themselves or
those by whom they are surrounded. Let us take them
in due order and investigate the matter.
Pyaemia and Septicaemia are morbid conditions
of the blood, usually produced by the absorption or
inhalation of certain particles or vapors of animal poison
floating about in the atmosphere of our public institutions, where diseased
persons are congregated. Those suffering from open wounds, contusions,
and even those who have no superficial wounds,
ulcers, sores of any kind,
but are simply the 'subjects of anæmia, want of vitality, or constitutional
diseases, —are specially susceptible of this pyæmic or septicaunic poisoning, derived from decaying vegetation, stagnant pools, or putrefying matter. It was the malarial poison of Washington that killed President
Garfield; it is the poisonous gases generated in the sick wards of our hospitals that causes the fatal termination of three fourths of the so-called
serious wounds, fractures, and amputations in the public and private modi—
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cal institutions of America, and indeed of the world at large. There is a
medical distinction between pyæmia and septicæinia.
Pyaemia is a purulent contamination of the blood, producing marked
depression of the vital powers, and the formation of abscesses in various
regions of the body, coagulation of the vitiated blood in the veins, bloodvessels, and the heart itself; and as a natural consequence, the inflammation and suppuration developed by the clots when detached and carried into
the capillaries of other parts.
Septicaemia is a morbid condition of the blood produced by septic or
putrid matters (animal poisons especially), the inhalation of foul air or
septic gases. It resembles pyæmia in its symptoms. In a word, pyæmia
is simply a purulent infection; septicaemia is & putrid infection.
Abscesses are the collections of pus in a cavity, the blood having been
transformed, by certain morbid processes, from the poisonous matters contained in the blood, into pus.
Tumors are morbid growths of a parasitic, vegetatious, fleshy, or bony
character (according to their seat and origin), filling out the interstices
between the several parts and obstructing their action. They are hard and
soft, fleshy, floating, and fibrous, and identify themselves with the special
function or organ to which they attach themselves, feeding and thriving
upon the food intended for the organ, and impoverishing the organ itself
Carbuncles and Boils are usually the result of gross, careless living,
impure or fermented blood, and a weakened digestive organism. Carbuncles are spongy, swollen, inflammatory substances on the nose, chin,
lip, or neck, etc. They are painful, sloughing, and accompanied by constitutional depression.
Boils, or Furuncles, are hard, circumscribed, conical-shaped tumors,
having their seat in the texture of the skin. At the end of an uncertain
period it becomes pointed, white or 3r ellow, and yields pus instead of blood.
When it breaks, a small, grayish, fibrous mass sometimes appears, which
consists of dead cellular tissue, and is commonly called the core. The
abscess does not heal until after its separation. A blind boil is an indolent,
imperfectly suppurating, phlegmonous tumor, often seated in a fatty envelope, but similar in other respects to the ordinary boil.
Contused Wounds, Gunshot Wounds, etc. In the treatment
of wounds the state of the system must never be lost sight of. In gunshot
wounds, or wounds from any missile, there is a double danger which does
not exist in other cases,
viz., the admission of any poisonous matter into
the body at the time of the occurrence, such as the clothing, the cartridge,
etc., and the absorption of poison from atmospheric or other influences,
independent of the physical condition of the patient at the time.
Treatment. —In all the aebidents and ailments referred to-in this section, there is but one course of treatment which can possibly be pursued.
First, absolute and entire cleanliness,. the cleaning of the wound, abscess,
sore, etc., with warm water and CuticuiÎa Soap; anointing the excoriated
or exposed surface with a layer of Cuticura, held in place by a bandage ;
and last, though by far.the most important, the gentle but thorough cleansing of the blood with the Cuticeka Resolvent.
-

—

—

—
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PART III.
DISEASES OF THE BLOOD AND PHYSICAL FUNCTIONS.
First in order, as affecting both the present and future generation, are
the Diseases of Women, all of which, without exception, originate in a
morbid or poisonous condition of the blood, no matter what function of
the human system may llrst give evidence of the derangement. Whether
in youth, early womanhood, middle age, or the decline of life, the origin is
the same, and the Cuticura Remedies, judiciously administered, will
prove the only reliable and effective remedy.
Pruritus, or 1»flamm ition and Itching ofthe External and Internal Organs
of Generation may be speedily allayed and finally exterminated by liberal
ablution, with the Cuticura Soap and warm water, the daily application of
the Cuticura, and the constant use of the Cuticura Resolvent, in dessertspoonful doses twice per day. The Resolvent entirely eliminates the
poison which causes the inflammation.
Chlorosis, sometimes called the Green Sickness, and its sister maladies,
An .EM iv and Hysteria, are a chronic impoverishment of the blood and
is a symptom of hereditary weakness. Nervous prostration impaired digestion, impeded circulation, and depraved or perverted appetite are among
its chief characteristics. The only hope of cure in this disease, which
would inevitably lead to consumption, is in the daily use of the Cuticura
Resolvent, as a tonic, in doses of two teaspoonfuls twice or throe times
per day. If constipation be present, as is often the case, a tablespo?mful
should be taken at least twice per day.
Leucorrhoea, or the Whiles, is an inflammation and melting away of the
raucous membrane or lining of the womb, and demands immediate attention,
especially in the period of youth or early womanhood. It is very generally
an accompaniment of Menstrual difficulty and uterine displacement, and
invariably associated with a relaxation of the uterine ligaments. Whether,
therefore, the patient be suffering from LeUcorrihea, Scanty, Profuse
or Painful Menstruation, Fali.ino of the Womb, or any other Uterine
trouble, such as Tumors, Cancerous Deposits, or Fungous Growths, tinmalady originates from chemical alterations in or morbid condition of the
blood, and can alone be. permanently rectified by a thorough and persistent
course of purification, which the Cuticura Qesoi.vent never falls in effecting. Of course, all the morbid secretions must Is- taken away, and Unaffected parts restored to their original purity and health, whicH can l>c
readily and certainly accomplished by the use of the Cuticura Soap, the
Cuticura and the Astringent Wash, as directed on page 58.
Open Wounds, Ulcers, Eruptions of the Skin, Varicose Veins, etc.,
require the most rigid cleanliness and tin* greatest regularity of treatment.
,
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The application of the Cuticuua Soap and Cuticuua externally, as directed
at page 27, and the action of tlie Cuticuua Resolvent taken in doses
adapted to tlie virulence of the disease, will accomplish a speedy and permanent cure.

Brain Troubles, and all affections in which the nervous system is
specially involved, can be efficaciously reached and obviated by occasional
warm hip baths, with the Cuticuua Soap, and the constant, faithful use
of the Cuticuua Resolvent as a tonic and laxative.
The natural delicacy which surrounds the peculiar class of affections included under the title Diseases of Women” forbids the publication of certificates which have been freely given by hundreds of grateful women ; but
our readers have our assurance that every ailment and disease enumerated
in this work has been permanently cured, and that abundant authenticated
evidence has been furnished us of that fact. With this statement we trust
our readers will be satisfied.
The Change of Life, the most critical period of woman’s life, in
which all the latent disease germs or hereditary tendencies wake into life
with unwonted energy and vigor, requires especial care and watchfulness.
T he maladies from which they have suffered more or less during their forty
or forty-live years of married or single life, as the case may be, break forth
with renewed virulence, and symptoms of the most contradictory and alarming character exhibit themselves. The only way by which the system can
be rid of the accumulated impurities is by sustaining the circulation of the
blood, and purging the blood-vessels, arteries, and excretory organism of all
that obstructs the free escape of the refuse matter from the system. The
never-failing and irresistible agent in this work of regeneration and restoration is the Cuticura Resolvent,'which, taken in the proper doses daily, will
drive out every atom of poison or morbid material in the system, and render the recipient as healthy in body and mind, and almost as vigorous as
if she were in the bloom of youth. If an occasional attack of constipation should occur, the increase of the daily-dose for two or three days would
soon obviate the difficulty.
Infantile Diseases.
In view of the fact that the majority of maladies affecting infants and children is due either to neglect, erroneous
treatment, or maladies present in the mother prior to the child’s birth ; and,
also, knowing, from experience, that most of the ailments incidental to
infancy and childhood, such as chicken-pox, scarletina, measles, convulsions, cutaneous eruptions, etc., may be materially mitigated, and, in many
cases, entirely ooviated, by proper care and attention to hygienic and sanitary laws, if it is born in a healthy condition, all that will be required to
secure a continuance of that health will be a bath, once or twice per day, in
tepid or warm water, a soft sponge and a lather of Cuticura Soap. Keep
up a brisk friction, and so excite the absorbent powers of the skin to their
utmost activity. No other soap is so soothing, healing, and refreshing.
Special care must be taken to dry the skin well by rubbing with a soft towel,
especially about the legs and fleshy parts of the body, so as to avoid that
chafing and excoriation to which the tender, sensitive skin of infants is so
constantly liable. After the flesh has been well dried, the infant’s body and
“
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limbs should be freely anointed with the Cuticuka, and gently rubbed in until
absorbed, a procedure which, from the cooling, refreshing, and invigorat ing
properties, would be peculiarly gratefit 1 to the child, and prodqotive of great
pleasure to the mother, nurse, and friends, from the velvety softness and the
healthy glow it imparts to the skin. Another and still more important advantage to be derived from its use is the purifying influence it exerts over the
fluids and tissues of the infant’s body. By the constant use of the Cuticuka
Soap and the Cuticuka in the way we have indicated, the child will be effectually protected from those disfiguring and irritating eruptions which are the
almost invariable accompaniments of infantile life, quelling the inflammation and fermentation of the blood, which is always attendant upon teething
and other vicissitudes of infancy. A still greater advantage would be realized, even during the period of nursing the inftint, if the mother herself
take two teaspoonfuls of the Cuticuka Rkh<»event every morning and evening, as thereby she would expel every particle of morbid matter from her
own blood and lacteal secretions, and impart the same nutritive and purifying element to the child through the maternal nourishments. When the
child arrives at the age of six months, and even before, should it be troubled
with constipation or other functional derangement, a quarter or a half teaspoonful, sweetened and diluted with water, could be given it, and, in any
ordinary ailment, would restore its functions to a healthy condition. And
again, and to this we w ould ask the special attention of mothers and guardians. if a half-teaspoonful of the Resolvent be given to infants between six
months and tw o years, and a teaspoonfUl daily or every other day, according
to the condition of the body, to those over that age, it w ill in many cases
preserve them entirely from the fevers and ailments incidental to childhood,
and in all cases will materially shorten the period and diminish the suffering and danger attendant upon those affections.

r

Diseases of the Kidney and Bladder. —The Kidneys are subject
to a variety of maladies peculiar to those organs, such as Bright’s Disease,
Diabetes, Cirrhoris, or Granulation of the Kidney, Waxy Kidney, Consumption and Dropsy of the Kidneys, Horseshoe, Movable and Spotted Kidney,
and Inflammation of the Kidney. They are also subject to various morbid
growths, such as Caucer, Fungus, Tubercle, etc. The Bladder is equally
subject to certain diseases and accidents, the most important being Inflammation, or Cystitis, Paralysis, Hemorrhage, Thickening of the Coats, and
Bursting or Rupture.
Both the Kidneys and Bladder are susceptible, whether in healthy or
diseased conditions, of certain purifying influences (more immediately so,
in fact, than any other function of the body). Any substance or fluid which
assimilates readily with the blood instantaneously and perceptibly affects
both Bladder and Kidneys. Hence the radical influence exercised over
those organs by the Cuticuka Resolvent, a matter which may easily be
tested by any one. For instance, if the reader were to take one or two
tablespoonfuls of the Resolvent, lie would inevitably detect its presence
and odor in the urine an hour or so afterwards. We do not propose to fill
up our already overcrowded space by describing the pathology or symptoms of these diseases, nor of Dropsy, in which both organs are necessarily
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but will content ourselves.by asserting, beyond all fear of contradiction, that if the Cuticura Resolvent be taken in the initiatory stages
of either or all of these maladies, it will, in most cases, lead to the entire
expulsion of the poison. The fact of the case is, that all diseases of the
Skin, Liver, Kidneys, and Bladder have their primary origin in Blood-Poisoning,— the presence of poisonous or morbid secretions or conditions in the
blood. This being the case, if the poisonous element be removed from the
blood, before the muscles, tissue, and vital functions of the body have become irrevocably involved, perfect and permanent recovery is insured.
Treatment. —In any case of Kidney difficulty or affection of the Bladder,
the use of the Cuticura Resolvent regularly twice per day, according to
its action on the bowels, will be found efficacious. In every case in which
the Cuticura Remedies have been tried, the verdict has been, “Infallible
and permanent cure.”
Diseases of the Liver, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, and Piles.
We have described, in the first part of this work, the office performed by
the Liver in the great work of Digestion. It is liable to a number of affections, foremost amongst which are Hepatitis, or Inflammation, Scrofulous
or Waxy Liver, Apoplexy and Atrophy of the Liver, and Nutmeg Liver.
There is also an affection called Active Congestion of the Liver, usually
produced by some organic derangement, and tending to an excessive secretion of the bile, often ending in Jaundice and Biliary Fever, which is
nothing less than a mixing of the bile with the blood, and consequent poisoning, affecting every function of the body, even the brain, and causing
stupor, delirium, and sometimes mania.
Dyspepsia, or Indigestion, is one of the most mysterious and difficult
maladies in the entire category of human ills. Its symptoms are unfortunately too well known to need enumeration. It is the prevailing symptom

involved ;

—

in all Diseases of the Blood where the impurities of the life-stream have
impeded the action of the Liver,-Kidneys, and other dominant functions.
Treatment.
All these diseases being directly traceable to the presence
of morbid elements in the blood, the suitability of the Cuticura Resolvent
as an antidote and corrective of those poisonous properties is self-evident.
In ordinary cases, the Resolvent, in tablespoonful doses, morning and
night, will rapidly expel the poison. If there is any tendency to Diarrhoea,
the doses can be lessened for à time, but they should never be entirely
suspended. Occasional warm hip baths, with brisk friction, and the Cuticura Soap will be found extremely beneficial.
In Jaundice, full doses (according to age) of the Resolvent should
be administered every night ; warm hip baths, with brisk friction and a
plentiful use of the Cuticura Soap should be continuously applied ; and,
where the Jaundice is due to obstruction, flaxseed poultices (with or
without hops) Should be applied to the affected parts.
In Dyspepsia, a
proper attention to diet, and the nightly administration of a tablespoonful
of Cuticura Resolvent will usually effect a cure ; but it must be persistently and continuously used, in order to keep the blood pure and prevent
a recurrence of tli£ annoying symptoms.
Malaria, or Chills and Fever, consists of a number of periodical parox—
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psms of chill and fever, alternating at regularly defined periods ; the pat ient
being apparently free from all liihuent in the intervals of repose, except the
weakness and debility consequent upon the disease. It is common to all
States of the Union, and in Europe, and is usually induced by the miasmatic vapors from marshy, ill-ventilated, badly drained houses and lands,
and the stagnant waters and decaying vegetation accumulated in agricultural and outlying districts. The treatment is simple, easy, and within the
reach of all. The Cütioura Resolvent should at once be administered ;
as soon as the first symptoms show themselves, a dessertspoonful every
night and morning; if there is any costiveness, increase the doses to a
tablespoonful. Warm hip baths, with Cuticura Soap and a brisk rubbing
with a dry cloth, should be immediately given, and repeated daily. If this
treatment is continued faithfully for a few days, especially the prompt and
regular doses of the Resolvent, all malarial infection or feverish indications will speedily and surely vanish.
Hemorrhoids, or Piles, arc of various kinds, External and internal,
Blind and Bleeding. The last named are those where the vein is distended,
its coating gives way, and a rush of blood follows. On this account piles
are very dangerous. Piles may break at any time, though they most frequently do so in some attempt at evacuation.
Treatment. An essential requisite is cleanliness. Wash the parts as
often as possible in water as warm as can be borne, with a lil>eral use of
CtmcrRA Soap. Anoint the part plentifully with Cuticura. And, above
all, take sufficient of the Cuticura Resolvent (night and morning is
the best time) to insure a free action of the bowels.. The patient must
not, on any account, permit his bowels to become confined or costive. Regularity in relieving the bowels at a certain time each day, light and easily
digested food, and punctually taking the Resolvent, will insure purity of
the blood, conquer the tendency to costiveness, and promote the healthy
action of the various functions of the body. Bear in mind that the intolerable itching usually accompanying this affection speedily subsides on the
external application of the Cuticura Soap and Cuticura, and the internal
use of the Resolvent as prescribed.
Rheumatism, Gout, and Neuralgia.— These are kindred diseases,
caused by contamination of the blood, which is loaded with a morbid
poison. Both diseases affect the joints, only that gout confines its operations to the fingers and toes, while rheumatism invades the principal parts
ofthe body,—the knees, hips, shoulders, and the muscular system generally.
In gout uric acid may always be detected in the blood, while it is deficient
in the blood of rheumatic patients ; at the same time it is deficient in the
urine in gout, and always present in that secretion in rheumatism.
Gout
seldom appears before the age of puberty ; but rheumatism frequently attacks
children of very tender age. Gout is marked by a vivid redness ofthe part
affected; rheumatism is often unattended by external inflammation. Gout
only attacks one joint at a time, rheumatism may attack two or more. Gout
terminates in the itching and scaling ofthe skill; rheumatism is entirely
free from any such symptom. And finally, rheumatism is always characterized by a sour perspiration, smelling like vinegar, —a feature which gout
never exhibits.
—
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Rheumatism takes on a variety of forms, each of which has distinct
cnameteristics, bat which only need enumeration here, as the origin (blood
poisoning) is the same. They are Acute Rheumatism, Inflammatory and
Chronic Rheumatism, though the acute form seldom, if ever, terminates
in the chronic, Rheumatism of the Abdomen, Arm, Capsular Rheumatism,
Cerebral Rheumatism, Rheumatism of the Chest, of the Extremeties of the
Skin, of the Muscles, and of the Uterus, and also Syphilitic or Specific,
Nodular, Gouty, Topical, Synovial, Pre-abdominal, Urethral, and Visceral
Rheumatism, all indicating the particularpart.of the human system attacked.
Treatment.
The treatment varies, as a matter of course, with the nature of the poison permeating the blood ; if it be Scrofulitic or Venereal, the
addition of a quarter of an ounce of iodide of potassium to a bottle of Cuticura Resolvent, and taken in tablespoonful doses once or twice per day,
after meals. In all cases of rheumatism, warm baths, Cuticura Soap and
Cuticura, with brisk friction and manipulation, dry rubbing, the plentiful
administration, internally, of the juice of lemons or limes, and, above all,
the regular use of the Resolvent, in the above specified quantities, will,
even in the most obstinate cases, effect marvellous results.
Gout requires similar treatment, with the exception that the doses of the
Resolvent should be somewhat lighter, say a dessertspoonful once or
twice a day, a plain animal and vegetable diet be adopted, and all highly
spiced dishes, condiments, wines, and spirits be avoided.
Neuralgia is, in reality, only a Rheumatism of the Nerves, causing an
excruciating pain in the branch pr trunk of a nerve, occurring in paroxysms
at regular or irregular intervals. For instance, Tic Douloureux is entirely
coniined to the nerves of the face (the fifth pair of nerves). Facial Neuralgia arises from decayed teeth, from disease of tin: bones of the face, from
affections of the brain, and in most if not all cases, is found dependent
on a disordered condition of the digestive organs, and, in a large number
of cases, on derangements of the uterine system. Sciatica consists of
acute pain following the course of the great sciatic nerve, throughout the
nerves of the leg to the foot, and is often associated with rheumatism. The
only effective treatment is the removal of the cause, for while that remains
in the system it will always, return from time to time. The most essential
agent in the removal is the use of the Resolvent, to purify the blood and
regulate the system, with the addition of one quarter of an ounce of iodide
of potassium to each bottle of Resolvent, according to the intensity of the
affection. Warm baths, with Cuticura Soap, and subsequent anointing of
the affected part with Cuticura, will be found an extremely beneficial
—

auxiliary.

Testimonals.
We have in our possession hundreds of testimonials certifying to the most remarkable cures of Kidney, Liver, and Urinary
Diseases, Malaria, Dyspepsia, and Piles, Rheumatism, Gout, and Neuralgia,
etc., which we are debarred from publishing solely from want of space;
all of these, ailments and diseases having their origin in a vitiated state of
the blood. The cure in the great majority of cases is positively certain when
the Resolvent is taken according to directions. No other remedy known
to medical science can equal it in expelling impurities of the blood.
—
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THE CUTICURA REMEDIES AND DIRECTIONS FOR USE.
CUTICURA,
The Great Skin Cure, is a marvellous curative agent, of jelly consistence, and
entirely unlike any other external application ever compounded. 11 is neither
a grease nor an oil; never becomes rancid, and is always sweet, wholesome,
and agreeable. Hence it is useful in many other ways than in treating
severe skin diseases. For Softening the Hands and rendering them white
and velvety; for preventing Chapping of the Lips or Skin, for Preserving
and Beautifying the Hair; for Healing Cuts, Burns, Bruises, Wounds, etc.;
for relieving Pain, Weakness, and Soreness of the Muscles; for Affections of
the Throat, such as Catarrh, Hoarseness,Soreness, Diphtheria,Croup, Asthma,
and Incipient Consumption; and lastly, as a General Application to all
Diseases of the Hoof and Skin of Horses and Cattle.
CERTIFICATES OF PURITY.
State Assayer’s Okkick and Laboratory,
s. Dana Haves, State Assayek and Chemist,
4 State Street,
May ‘J4,1878.
I have analyzed the sample of Cum uka received from you, with the followGentlemen,
ing results : It does not contain any traces of metallic salts (such as those of mercury', lead,
bismuth, etc.), nor of miserai substance*. It Is composed entirely of < molllcnt ingredients of
vegetable origin and of known curative values, that are free from dangerous or corrosive
S. DAN'A IIAYE8, State Ansayer of Maeseu:Ku»etts.
Respectfully,
constituents.
—

OrriuE or J. M. Merrick, Conhultih« Chemist,
j'j Broad Htheet, Boston, July 15,1878.
Gentlemen,
On the 30th of June last, I received from yourselves an original package of
find it to be a greenish,
Ctticcra, which I have subjected to a careful chemical examination.
have
semi-solid preparation, without odor, and having a melting |»oint of 104° Fahrenheit.
other
metal (or of metallic
found in it no traces of mercury, arsenic, zinc, lead, bismuth, or
salts). The other analyses aiul tests I have made show that It is composed wholly of vegetable
products, emollient, cleansing, purifying, and free from dangerous properties.
—

I

I

J. M. MKKRICK.

Respectfully yours,

THE CUTICURA MEDICINAL TOILET SOAP
Contains, in a modified form, all the medicinal and curative properties of
CrncuuA, the Great Skin Cure, combined with the most delicate and fascinating flower odors.
It is indispensable in the treatment of Skin Dinen*»
It is invaluable in the treatment of Scalp Affection*.
It keeps the Pore* of the Skin open, and imparts activity to the Oil Gloml*
and Tubes.
It thereby furnishes an outlet for the Morbid and Refuse Matter of the
human system.
It cleanses, whitens, and beautifies the Complexion.
It removes Tan Sunburn, Freckles, and Discoloration*.
It keeps the Hands soft, white, and free from Chaps.
It prevents many Contagions Skin and Scalp Disease*.
*.

,
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is a luxury of luxuries for the Bath and Toilet.
cleanses the Teeth, hardens the Gums, and purifies the Breath.
keeps the Skin and the Scalp of the Young in perfect health.
is indorsed by the Medical Faculty as the purest Skin Soap.
is guaranteed as absolutely Bure by certificates of eminent Chemists.

THE CUTICURA MEDICINAL SHAVING SOAP
Is prepared expressly for Shaving. It makes the linest lather of any Shaving Soap; is delicately perfumed, and contains, in a modified form, all the

medicinal properties of Cuticura, which renders it especially efficacious in
curing, without any other application, many simple Skin Diseases , and a preventive as well as curative of Jackson’s lieh, Barber’s Itch , Salt Rheum,
Ringworm, Tetter, etc. Indorsed and in use by the leading barbers of the
United States.
CERTIFICATES OE PURITY OF CUTICURA SOAP.
State Assayer’s Office and Laboratory,
4. State Street, Boston, Oct. 11, 1878*.
Gentlemen,
I have analyzed a sample of Cuticura Soap received from you, with the following results : It contains Cuticura, with the constituents of a pure bland soap. It does not
contain either metallic salts, corrosive substances, or injurious ingredients of any kind.
Respectfully,
S. DANA HAYES, State Assayer, Mass.
Office of J. M. Merrick, Consulting Chemist,
59 Broad Street, Boston, Oct. 12, 1878.
Gentlemen, —I have analyzed a sample of Cuticura Soap submitted to me by yourselves,
and find it to contain Cuticura united with a pure soap body. I have tested it carefully for
metallic salts and corrosive substances, and have found none present in it. Analysis shows
nothing noxious or injurious; and on the other hand, the practical tests I have been able to
Respectfully yours,
make with it are in its favor.
J. M. MERRICK.
—

DIRECTIONS FOR THE USE OF CUTICURA SOAP.
To make a lather, use \yarm water and a soft sponge. In treating Diseases
of the Skin, bathe as directed, making the lather on the sponge and carefully
rub over the particular part affected. If this is not convenient or possible,
make a strong suds and bathe. Follow the latter course in cleansing Old
Sores, Ulcers, Burns, Scalds, Wounds, Festers, etc. To cleanse the Scalp, use
as in Shampooing. To dissolve out matter in the Pores and Oil Glands, use
a soft sponge and warm water several times daily. Dry with light, brisk
friction; and in no case bear so heavily on the surface as to cause inflammation or irritation of any humor of the skin.

DIRECTIONS FOR THE USE OF CUTICURA.
Cuticura may be applied to any part of the external surface of the body.
It may be used to impart strength and suppleness to the muscles of Athletes, or gratefhlly applied and rubbed in after a warm or Turkish Bath. It
may be used as a soothing application in all Uterine Difficulties. It may be
swallowed in Throat Affections and Diseases of the Lungs, in quantities the
size of a pea, three or four times per day. It may be inserted in the nostrils in the same quantities for Catarrh and Offensive Breatlf.
Many cases will admit of its constant
“How Often Shall I Use It?”
—
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use; others will progress favorably with fewer applications. Regln according to directions for the ailment under treatment, and increase or decrease
as nmy be found beneficial. When inflammation or Irritation is caused by
its too free use, or accompanied by too much friction or rubbing, cither
apply a smaller quantity, or dilute it with an equal quantity of sweet oil by
simply melting them together, or refrain from its use for a day or two,
according as the circumstances of the case may dictate.
Although it may be applied to
Individual Physical Peculiarities.
the youngest infant with perfect freedom and safety, yet the use of Cuticuii v may be found, in one individual case out of five hundred, who is predisposed to Erysipelatous Inflammation, or similar morbid tendencies, to
act as an irritant. On such persons even cold cream, glycerine, arnica,
etc., would prove equally antagonistic. The patient should, in such a case,
begin with light applications and little or no friction until its action is
ascertained to be agreeable.
Friction ok Light Ruhbing. Whenever the word “friction” or “rubbing is used in our directions for the treatment of disease, we mean light,
brisk rubbing, without bearing heavily, with the hand, on the affected part,
in order that the skin maybe induced to absorb the Cuticuka. A great
deal of good may be accomplished by judicious or gentle Friction; and
on the other hand, a vast amount of injhry may be inflicted by Hard Rubbing. The face, in the region of the eyes and nose, will not, as a rule,
—

—

”

admit

of much friction.

The lower part of the cheek, the neck, and the

scalp, on the contrary, will permit of considerable rubbing without inconvenience or injury. The upper and lower limbs allow of almost any amount
of friction, if the surface is not excoriated or broken.
The reason for this
caution is that in a large number of skin diseases there is but a small portion
of the surface affected, while the cutis vera, or lower skin, is thoroughly satunsuspected, because, unseen.
urated icith humor and decomposed matter,
—

THE CUTICURA RESOLVENT WITH DIRECTIONS.
This Great Purifying and Regenerating Agent may in; taken in all Diseases of the Blood, Bones, and Tissue, the Kidneys and Bladder, the Bowls,
Stomach, and Digestive Organs, the Heart and Xervous Forces, the Generative Functions of either sex, the Lungs and Bronchials, the Mouth, Throat,
and Xasal Cavities, and in all cases of Animal or Vegetable Blood Poisoning.
For Adults, one tablespoonfhl per day; Children, over ten years, and
Delicate Females, one dessertspoonful; Children, from live to ten years of
age, one teaspoonful; Children, from two to five years of age, half a teaspoonful. It maybe taken either pure or diluted with an equal quantity of
water, and sweetened. The Rr.soi.VKNT may be taken two or three times
daily, or every night on going to bed, whichever way is most convenient or
agreeable. When taken but once a day, the dose should be twice as large.
The Resolvent in full doses is designed to produce an active condition of
It may be regulated to suit each Individual case by increasing
the bowels.
or decreasing* the dose. It should operate on the'bowels twice per day,
unless the strength or physical condition of the patient forbids u.
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THE CUTICURA RESOLVENT AS A PRESERVER OF HEALTH.
Kidneys. —If your back aches, urine scanty or scalding, or loaded with
albumen, a few doses nightly will cure you.
Dropsy.
If your limbs swell, and your system becomes saturated with
fluid, a dose, with half a teaspoonful of Cream of Tartar, nightly, will soon
relieve every symptom.
Liver.
If your liver is sluggish, or clogged with malarial and other
poisons, a dose every evening for a few nights will cleanse it.
Stomach.
If your stomach is weak, sour, irritable, and unable to digest
or assimilate the food, take small doses night and morning.
BoweiA. If you are suffering from Constipation, two tablespoonfuls
should be taken the first night, followed by ordinary or small doses the
second and succeeding night. It will invariably restore the bowels to their
natural condition. If subject to Cramps or Diarrhoea, occasional doses of a
tablespoonful or dessertspoonful will regulate and strengthen the bowels
and remove the cause of the trouble.
If you are bilious ; tongue coated ; breath offensive ;
Biliousness.
stomach sour ; head heavy,
a full dose (two tablespoonfuls) w ill invariably remove every distressing symptom.
A full dose (one and a half or two tablespoonfuls) the
Sick Headache.
first night or morning, followed by small doses daily, subsequently, will
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

permanently cure this ailment.
Rheumatism and Gout.
Full doses, taken as soon as the preliminary
symptoms show themselves, rarely, if ever, fail in preventing a serious or
prolonged attack.
Malaria. —It becomes a perfect antidote to malarial influences if taken
occasionally at the time when first exposed to change of water, food, or
—

climate.

r

Spring Medicine.
A few bottles of the Resolvent taken during the
spring season, when the virus of Scrofula, Syphilis, Mercury, or other
Blood Poison is necessarily most active, will maintain the system in perfect
—

health for the remainder of the year.
Family Medicine.
The action of the Resolvent on the Kidneys, Liver,
Stomach, Bowels, Skin, and Brain is so thorough and grateful that it may
be safely and beneficially taken whenever the least disturbance takes place
in the action of any of these organs.
Cathartic and Aperient. According to the dose taken, the gentle yet
thorough action of the Resolvent commends it to the consideration of
those w hose constitutions have been shattered by aloetic and other danger—

—

r

ous purgatives.
“Diseases of

the Skin and Blood, and How to cure Them.”
A copy
of this valuable work is wrapped about every bottle of the Cuticura
Resolvent, thus affording all who avail themselves of the Cuticura system of treatment complete and perfect directions for the treatment of the
diseases and ailments under consideration.
Poultices. —In the treatment of Scald Head, Ulcers, and many Skiu
—
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Diseases in which a scab or crust is formed, or where,.as in the ease of an
open wound or ulcer, it is attended with considerable pain and accumulation of matter, it will be found necessary, in order that the virtues of the
Cuticura may have their full effect, to make a Poultice of Flaxseed Meal
and Hops and put it on the affected part. The poultice should be made of
Flaxseed Meal and Hops, rubbed to a powder in the hands, in equal parts,
boiling water being poured upon it, and the mass stirred mutil about as
thick as ordinary dough. The hops should be fresh and of the b< st quality.
When the ulcer, wound, or scab is peculiarly angry, painful, or bad looking,
or when gangrene or erysipelatous inflammation is threatened, the poult* ye
must be repeated every few hours.
Diseases of
Washes. —In Uterine Difficulties, described and treated in
Women,” we have referred to the necessity of using certain washes,
as,
for instance, in Leucorrhea and in Displacements of the Womb. These are
absolutely necessary in the interest of the patient, not only for the sake of
cleanliness, but in order to give tone to the relaxed organs, which is accomplished by the Astringent Wash.
Astringent Wash. —Cuticitra Resolvent, one tablespoonful; pulverized borax, one teaspoonful; infusion of white-oak bark, one pint.
To make infusion of white-oak bark,
Mix and use comfortably warm.
steep one ounce of ground bark in a pint of water for a few hours and
“

—

strain.
Syringe. —The Syringe we recommend for use in diseases of the uterine
or excretory organs is the self-acting Bulb Syringe, commonly called

“Extension.”
AND ENCOURAGEMENT from the Hon, WM. TAYLOR.
Omet or AVm.

Taylor,

4
8<j., BosTo.N, Mass., Nov. 30, 18H1.
It affords mo pleasure to say that I have recovered from n severe ease of skin disease
through the use of the Ccticuba Remedies. My case is fully explained on anothon
page of tills hook, and those who are interested are referred to It. It is not of it, however, that I now propose to write, but of some features which I have invariably found to
accompany the treatment of skin diseases, which retard, or even wholly prevent, u cure.
These are : 1. A lack of knowledge as to how the remedies suggested are to bo used.
2. Careless or spasmodic use of them. 3. Neglect of proper sanitary and hygienic
measures and auxiliary treatment. 4. Want of patience necessary to effect a permanent
cure.

It would seem hardly necessary to advise one who has paid out his money for medicine, to master the directions and general philosophy of treatment r commended, by
which alone he can expect to make a cure. But such is often the case. Many do not
lialf learn how to obtain all the effect of the remedies, because they do D'-t liajf rend tills
book. Others know so much more th;m the originators that they feel in need ofn > instruction. In either case there can bo no great success. The Ctrriot’RA Remedies
should be taken and applied as many times per day as is found to agree with tlie nature of
the disease, and regularly aud faithfully persisted in. Cureless or spasmodic use f thein
cannot be expected to favorably affect dhcases which have beim years in reaching a
chronic state. Nor is it reasonable to hope for speedy cure* in such cases. Blood
humors, which are born in the system in many cases, and in other# have pol-oned the
blood for years, must be patiently treated, with nil the aid obtainable of nourishing fixai
and wholesome exercise, to make a permanent cure.
In my own case I have experienced so much of failure, < f despondency, of useless expenditures, of worthless advloé, of long, increased suffering instead of speedy rein f as
promised, cf ignorance, of supersthion, of poisons and poisoners, tV ‘ if «lit both a
duty and pleasure, not only to recommend to r!l rofferers fro-1 every f >m < f skin r.nd
to mphaidz those points which
blood diseases, these pure r.nd wholesonv remedies, Lut
have rendered a cure in rny caso possible, viz., an intelligent, faithfhl, and persistent
use of the Ctticura Remedies.
<

«

■

WM. TAYLOR.
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MISCELLANEOUS TESTIMONIALS.
“A FEW WORDS TO OUR READERS.”
Is your blood impure uud loaded with the poison of Scrofula?
Is your life strength oozing out through an incurable Ulcer or Sore?
Is your skin covered with Itching, Scaly, and Scrofulous Humors?
Is your complexion disfigured with unsightly Eruptions or Blemishes ?
Is your hair thin, lifeless, and rapidly falling out, and scalp covered with Scales?
Is the skin on your hands rough, red, cracked, or bleeding?
Is your child growing up with Scrofulous Humors bursting from every pore?
Is baby afflicted with Scald Head, or any Scalp or Skin Humor?
If so, then no human agency can so speedily, permanently, and economically cleanse
the Blood, clear the Complexion and Skin, restore the Hair, and cure every species of
Itching, Scaly, and Scrofulous Humors of»the Skin, Scalp, and Blood, as the Cuticura
Remedies, consisting of Cuticura and Cuotcura Soap, the great skin cures, and Cuticura Resolvent, the great blood purifier and health restorer. —New York Independent.
THANKFUL MOTHER Thus Speaks of the Cuticura Remedies.

If the gratitude of a sensitive young girl," writes a thankful mother who wishes her
name withheld from publication, can afford you pleasure, you have that ofmy daughter
to its fullest extent. She was our hope and pride, crushed to earth with a disfiguring
scrofulous skinhumor, which has been completely cured, after endless doctoringand great
suffering, both in mind and body, by the Cuticura Resolvent (bloodpurifier) internally,
and the Cuticura and Cuticura Soap (the great skin cures) externally. Her skin is
now as soft, white, and beautiful as a baby’s." This is a sample of many private letters.
“

“

CASE OF LEAD POISONING CURED BY CUTICURA REMEDIES,

Mr. Albert Kingsbury, Keene, X. H., troubled with bad humor on hands and neck,
(He is a painter.) At times it would break out, crack open,
and the skin separate from the flesh in large pieces, suffering great, continual itching and
stinging. Purchased your remedies, used Cuticura Resolvent (blood purifier) internally, and Cuticura and Cuticura Soap (the great skin cures) externally, and in less
than three months effected a complete cure, and has not been troubled since. Corroborated by Bullard it Foster, Druggists, Keene, X. II.
No such blood purifier in medicine as the Cuticura Resolvent.
caused by lead poisoning.

pOISONOUS SKIN
Remedies.

REMEDIES .Which Attempt to Rival the Success of the Cuticura

Every day we have some new skin cure (so called), which is warranted (?) to cure
everything, but which is found on analysis to be the same old poisons, Fowler’s solution of arsenic for internal use, and solution of corrosive sublimate (bedbug poison) for
external use. Since the phenomenal success attending the introduction of the Cuticura
Remedies, these poisons have become numerous. Be not deceived by simple vegetable
names which are used to cover the deadly poison concealed therein,as proved by careful analysis on file. Try the Cuticura Remedies, which are of purely vegetable
origin, prepared by noted chemists and druggists, supported by leading physicians and
druggists, and guaranteed by the most remarkable cures ever effected by medicine.—
—

Medical Timex.

THE GREAT WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS OF THE UNITED STATES THINK
WHAT
OF CUTICURA REMEDIES.
BOSTON. The Cuticura Remedies have been successful from the start. Few
medicines in our stock have so large a sale.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.
NEW"YORK has passed judgment on the Cuticura Remedies, and they are an
accepted success. Merit, originality, and money have conquered the prejudices and won
IIEGEMAN & CO.
the confidence of the people of New York and Brooklyn.
PHILADELPHIA. Conservative Philadelphia, the home of medicines and medical
training, has accepted the Cuticura Remedies, and they are now sold in all our drug
stores. Our sales Southwest and at home are daily increasing.
JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & CO.
—

—
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DETROIT. Few, if any, popular remedies possess so many features to recommend
them to the public as the Cuticuka Remedies.
T. H. HINCHMAN & HONS.
—

CHICAGO. We give four reasons why the Cuticuka Remedies are so successful:
First, they are original and revolutionary in their composition and mode of treatment.
Second, they undoubtedly possess great curative properties. Third, there uro thousands
upon thousands of sick and suffering who have tried and found wanting the usual remedies and modes of treatment, and who are ready to welcome a really great und successful
medicine. Fourth, the price of them is within"the means of every invalid.
VAN SCHAACK, STEVENSON & CO.
ST. LOUIS. The Cuticuka Remedies sell well, and we notice a daily increased
demand, they evidently having taken a tirm hold upon the community at large, and are
received with that degree of confidence to which they are justly entitled.
RICHARDSON & CO.
—

—

CINCINNATI. We recall few medicines that have so generally won the confidence
of the drug trade as the Cuticuka Remedies.
R. M ALREADY & CO.
—

MILWAUKEE.

The Cuticuka Remedies have proved from the first a triumphant
DRAKE BROTHERS.
ST. PAUL.
The Cuticuka Remedies are firmly established here, and demand is
increasing. Our trade is steadily growing and reaching out to new territory in the West
and Southwest, so that we expect to do even more in the future.
NOYES BROS. & CUTLER.
LOUISVILLE —The Cuticuka Remedies have met with a steady sale throughout
this section of the country. •
ARTHUR PETER Sc CO.
MEMPHIS. The Cuticuka Remedies are deservedly popular in this locality, and
have had a large sale.
8. MANSFIELD Sc CO.
—

success.

—

.

—

CHARLESTON.—The Cuticuka Remedies meet with ready sale, and we find the
demand steadily increasing in this section of the country.
DO WIE Sc MOISE.
SAVANNAH. No more immediately successful medicines than the Cuticuka Remehave ever been introduced into this market that we can remember.
OSCEOLA BUTLER.
GALVESTON. Possessing new features and undoubted curative properties, the
Cuticuka Remedies have .rapidly obtained the popular favor wherever introduced in
THOMPSON, SCHOTT Sc CO.
our section.
—

dies

—

NEW ORLEANS.—I And the Cuticura Remedies, without doubt, the most popular
and satisfactory ever introduced into this market. The sales exceed any other similar
preparations.
I. L. LYONS.
8AN FRANCISCO. We are happy to attest to the fact that the Cuticuka Remk
dies, since their introduction on this coast, have met with mi unprecedented sale.
REDINGTON Sc CO.
—

THE CUTICURA REMEDIES ARE FOR SALE
By all Druggists, Chemists, and Dealers in Medicine throughout the United
States and Canada, Great Britain and Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, and
the principal cities and towns ot‘ the British Colonies, and the Continent
of Europe. Prices in the United States and Canada, of Cuticura, small
boxes, 50 cents; large boxes, containing two and one half times the quantity of small, 81-00. Cuticura Medicinal Toilet Soap, 25 cents. Cuticura Medicinal Shaving Soap, 15 cents; in bars for barbers and large
consumers, 35 cents. Cuticura Resolvent, 81.00 per bottle. Prices in
Great Britain and Colonies Cuticura, small, 2 9d., large, 4s. Gd: Cuticura Soap, Is. lid. Cuticura Resolvent, 4s. Gd.
Principal Depot, Weeks & Potter, 3G0 Washington Street, Boston,
Mass., U. S. A., and 8 Snow Hill, Holburn Viaduct, London, England.
General Foreign Agenci s, Northrop & Lyman, Toronto, Ont.; Francis
Newbury & Son, S. Maw, Son & Thompson, London; R. Towns &
Co., Sydney, N. S. W. ; and Newell & Co., Melbourne, Australia.
—

*.
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berühmten
»

.Sutticttrft Heilmittel,
die mächtigen

ammfantfcbeit 51 tuende»,
—

für

aEe

—

Branhfjeiten bei* Baut, ber
Sucrfl

unb bes Blutes*

oon lüceß* & JMtcr, (Eficxnifxcr und ifpotficlxcr, ßofton, M. S. H. und
&ci den oorjugfiefiften flpotheßern in der ganzen dürft ju fta&cn.
(

Heilmittel gegen Salzfluß ober Gfjetna,
Safiren, SßetnphiguS, Mitcbfchorf, Jträße
ober Stusfaß, gierte, prurigo, Jlopfgrinb, Æopfhautfchuppen unb gegen alle judtnben, fepuppigen,
entftellenben StuSßhläge ber £aut ober Kopfhaut, gegen Stropheln unb alle Slrten epronifeher unb
fhphilitifcper Zlranlpeiten, gegen 2Bunben, Gefcpwüre, SJeulen, tEuberfelsSeiben, Siebers, îiicretts unb
Sälafenfranfpeiten, gegen alle Seiben ber ßeple unb ber ©ruft, bes MagenS unb ber Sferbauungës
organe überhaupt, beë 9krbens unb MuSfelsSpftemS, beë ©epirnëunb Sîüdgratê, gegen Sîpeumatis*
mu§, 9lerbenwep, gatlfucpt, anftedenbe unb SBecpfelfieber, alle grauenlrantheiten, Skrfeßungen ber
Gebärmutter, u. f. to. Sie werben allen giftigen ober îranîpaften Stoff au§ bem .Körper uttb bem
Sflute bertreiben unb ba§ bon îpierbiffen, Sefettenfticben unb Giftpflanzen eingebrungene ©ift uns
toirlfam machen. Sie reinigen unb berjüngen bas spiut, träftigen bas Uterbenfpftcm unb berleipen
bem Sßatienten neue? Seben.
beftepen in breierleiSDlitteln: —1. Guticura,
2Baô fïe ftnb.—3)ie
bie mächtige „Hautfur," ein tounbevbareë Heilmittel bon gallertartiger Dichtheit unb ganz unähnlich
feber anberen Subftanj, bie jemals alë eine Slrjnei gebraucht loorben ift. Gs ift Weber ein gett noch
ein Del, iinbert ober berliert in feinem Klima jemals feine Jpeilfräfte unb Wirb Reibung bewirten, Wo
alle aitocre Mittel feplfcplagen.—2. Guticura Seife, welche alle bie
bon Guticura
in gemäßigter gönn enthält unb mit feltenein Heil6alfam unb föftlichen SBlumenbttften parfümirt ift.
Gitie auëgefucpt feine lajatibe Seife für bie îoilette, baS 33ab unb bie Kinberftube. Gin iPeWaprex
unb tPerfcpönerer beë SEeintë unb ber Haut.—3. Guticura 9tefolbent(2luflöfungSmittel), baS
mächtige '-ölutreinigungS« unb SBerjüngungêmittcl gegen alle Kranfbeiten be§ 23lute§, ber Knochen
unb ber GSeWebe, ber 3liercn unb 33lafe, ber ©cbärme, beë SDlagenS unb ber SPerbauungsorgane iibers
paupt, beê Herjens unb fflerbenfpftemS, ber .gcugungêsDrgane beiber ©efcplecpter, ber Sunge unb
Suftröbre, unb in allen gälten tpierifeper, begetabilifcper ober mineralifcher SPergiftung.
5ßie man fie gebrauchen foil.— Der .Körper im Slllgemeinen unb bie leibenben ©teilen
inSbefonbere feilten mit Warmem SBaffer hfo f>ei§ toie man*S ertragen fapn) gehörig gewafepen
unb Guticura Seife mittelft cineS Weiden ScpWammeS zu Schaum gerieben Werben. SRacpbem
bie leibenben Stellen bureb lebhafte aber milbe 3ieibung orbcntücp troden geworben finb, follte bie
Guticura auf alle Stellen beë ©efcbwürë, ber SEöunbe, ober ber franfhaften gläche gleich bertheilt
unb biefeë Verfahren Morgens unb SlbenbS Wieberholt Werben, liefen äußerlichen Slntoenbungen
follte in allen gälten bie innerliche bes Guticura 91 efolben t folgen unb zwar in Portionen bon
einem Dpeelöffels bis zu einem Gßlöffelsboll (je nach bem Sllter, bem Körperzuftanbe unb bem Unters
leibSbefinbcn bes Patienten) eins ober zweimal täglich.
DaS (Guticura ’Jfefolocnt (JluflöfungSmittel) ift ber mäcptigfte iptutreiniger unter allen 2lrzneien, unb man follte es regelmäßig unb beharrlich bei allen Äranfpeitenber Haut, ber Kopfhaut unb
beë 'SluteS fowie bei bleiben ber Heber, filieren unb Harnorgane einnehmen.
28a8 fie

fceiten werben.—Sie finb ein

fRotblauf, ©iirtelrofe, fttingWurm, Süden,

untrügliches

SBunbbeit

bom
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LES CÉLÉBRÉS

REMÈDES CU TI CU RA,
Les Grands Curatifs Américains,
POUR

TOUTES

MALADIES DE LA PEAU, DU CUIR CHEVELU ET DU SANG.
& POTTER, Chimistes et Droguistes,
Bostoh, E. D.,
Principaux Droguistes du monde entier.

Produits originellement par WEEKS
et en vente chez les

Ce qu’ils guérissent —Ils sont une guérison infaillible pour le catarrhe,
ou eczema, les dartres, le zona, l’impétigo, les démangeaisons, la gale, les croûtes
laiteuses, la prore ou lèpre, le lichen, les affection* prurigineuses, la teigne, la crasse
de la tête et toutes démangeaisons, les écailles ou éruptions défigurantes de la peau
ou du cuir chevelu, les scrofules et toutes formes de maladies chroniques et syphilitiques, les plaies, ulcères, tumeurs, tubercules, maladies du foie, des reins et de la
vessie, toutes affections de la gorge et de la poitrine, de l’estomac ,et des organes
digestifs, du système nerveux et musculaire, du cerveau et de la moelle épinière,
les rhumatismes, la névralgie, l’épilepsie, les fièvres contagieuses et intermittentes,
Ils expulsent toute
toutes maladies du sexe féminin, descentes de matrice, &ca.
matière empoisonnée ou morbide du corps et du sang, ils neutralisent le poison des
morsures et piqûres d’animaux et insectes et de la végétation vénéneuse. Ils purifient et régénèrent le sang, fortifient le système nerveux et donnent une nouvelle vie
aux invalides.
Ce qu’ils sont—Le- Remèdes Cuticura sont au nombre de trois.
i°. Cuticura, le grand curatif de la peau, mervedleux agent salutaire et curatif,
d’une consistance de gelée et entièrement différent de toute autre substance jamais
employée en médecine. Ce n’est ni une graisse ni une huile, il ne change ou ne
perd jamais ses vertus dans aucun climat, et il réussit où tous autres remèdes échouent.
2°. Savon Cuticura, possédant tous teles vertus du Cuticura dans une forme
modifiée parfumé de rares baumesalutairs es et de délicieuses odeurs de fleurs,
laxatif exquis de toilette, de bain et de nursery. Il conserve et embellit le teint et
la peau. 3 0. RÉSOLVANT CUTICURA, le grand agent purificateur et générateur du
sang pour toutes maladies du sang, des os et des tissus, des reins et de la vessie, des
entrailles,* de l’estomac et des organes digestifs, du cœur et des forces nerveuses, des
fonctions génératrices des deux sexes, des poumons et bronches, et pour tous les cas
d’empoisonnement du sang, animal, végétal ou minéral.
Leur méthode d’emploi.
corps en général, et spécialement les partie:,
affectées, doivent être lavés à l’eau chaude (aussi chaude que possible), et le SAVON
Cuticura doit être converti en mouss£ avec une éponge molle. Après avoir bien
f
séché les parties par un frottement vif màis sans rudesse, on applique le Cuticura
sur toutes les parties de l’ulcère, blessure ou surface malade, et le procédé doit être
renouvelé matin et soir. Ces applications externes doivent toujours être suivies de
l’administration interne du Résolvant Cuticura, en doses variant d’une cuiller
ordinaire à une cuiller à café (suivant l’âge, la condition physique et l’état des
intestins), une ou deux fois par jour.
Le Résolvant Cuticura est le plus puissant dépuratif du sang en médecine,
et il faut le prendre avec régularité et jjersistance dans toutes les maladies de la
peau, du cuir chevelu et du sang, et les affections des reins, du foie et des organes
urinaires.
—
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LOS CELEBRADOS

IlMEHOS DE CUTICURA
Yaliosos Curativos Americanos,
PARA

•

TODAS LAS

ENFERMEDADES DEL CUTIS, DEL CRANEO Y DE LA SANGRE.
Originados por WEEKS y POTTER, Quimicos y Droguistas, Bostoii, E. TJ. de
America y de venta en las principales Boticas del mundo.
Lo que curan.—Son infalibles en la cura de la Reuma Salada ö Eczema,
Empeines, Culebrilla, Herpes, Sarna, Sarna de barbero, Pémfigo, Psoriasis ö Lepra,
Ronchas, Sarpullidos, Tina, Caspa y toda clase de erupciones escamosas, feas, con
ardor y picazon en el cutis ö en la cabeza ; Escrôfula y todo tipo de erupciones crönicas
y sifiliticas, Llagas, Ulcéras, Tumores, Afecciones tuberculosas, Enfermedades de!
Higado, Rinones y Vejiga; toda Afeccion de la Garganta, Pecho, Estömago,
Organos de la digestion, Sistema nervioso y muscular, Cerebro y Espina dorsal,
Reumatismo, Neuralgia, Epilepsia, Calenturas contagiosas é intermitentes todas las
enfermedades del sexo femenino, Dislocacion del Utero, etc. Expelen del cuerpo y de
la sangre toda materia Môrbida y Po/izonosa, y neutraliza el veneno de las mordidas
y picadas de animales é insectos, y el de la vegetacion. Purifican y regeneran la
sangre, vigorizan el sistema nervioso, y dan nueva vida al paciente.
Lo que son. —Los Remedios de Cuticura son très. —i. Cuticura, el gran
sanador del cutis, maravilloso agente curativo y cicatrizante, de consistencia como la de
la Jalea y enteramente distinto de toda substancia que hasta el dia se haya usado como
medicina. No es ni grasa ni aceite, no se altera ni pierde sus virtudes en ningun
clima y es eficäz cuando otros remedios fallan. 2. —Jabon de Cuticura, que contiene
todas las virtudes de la Cuticura, en forma modificada, perfumado con raros y
cicatrizajjtes bâlsamosy flores de olor delicioso. Es un esquisito articulo de tocador;
y laxante en el bano, tanto para adultos como para los niiios. Conserva y hermosea
el semblante y el cutis. 3. Resolvente de Cuticura, el gran agente Purificador
y Regenerador de la Sangre, sirve para las enfermedades de la Sangre, Huesos,y
Tejidos; de los Rinones y Vejiga; de los Intestinos, Estömago y Organos de
digestion ; del Corazon y Sistema Nervioso ; de los Organos de generation de ambos
sexos ; de los Pulmones y Bronquios ; y para todos los casos de Envenenamiento
de sangre y por causa de materias ya sean del reino Animal, Vegetal 6 Mineral.
Manera de usarlos—El cuerpo por completo, y en particular las partes
afectadas deberân lavarse bien con agua caliente (tan caliente como se pueda soportar)
y una esponja suave cargada del Jabon Cuticura. Luego que se hayan secado bien,
frotando râpida, pero suavemente, se aplicarâ la Cuticura por igual en todas las partes
de la llaga, herida ô superficie afectada, repitiendo esta operacion todas las mananas
y todas las noches. Estas aplicaciones deberân ser seguidas siempre por las dosis
internas del Resolvente de Cuticura que seràn desde una cucharada de las de
mesa hasta una cucharadita de las de café, (segu'n la edad, condicion fisica y
estado de los intestinos del paciente) una ö dos vecesal dia.
El Resolvente de Cuticura, es el mas potente purificador de la sangre que
conoce la medicina y debe tomarse con regularidad y perseverancia, en todas las
Enfermedades del Cutis, del Craneo y de la Sangre, y en las Afecciones del
Higado, Rinones y Vias Urinarias.
—
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Diseases

of the

Skin and Blood.

OUR DUMB ANIMALS.
TnE phenomenal Hiiccei>8 attending the introduction of I’KTROtAitBOL.'thc great external application for nil disease» of the Skin and Hoof of Horse» and Cattle, has demonstrated the wis

dont of treating our dumb animals in tin- -am
scientific and humane manner us we treat the
human family.
pETKOCAUBOL, which was discovered in
March, 1S81, is beyond all doubt tho most
effective, safe, and economical remedy for tie
treatment of all Dîneuses of tho Skin and
Hoof of Horses and Cattle ever discovered.
It is free from every substance tiint can irritate or iuflume, and may bo used witli freedom
and safety. Applied to wounds it prévaut»
inflammation and putrescence; heal» rapidly,
and prevents »cars or callouses. It repels erinin and fiic», and they will not troublo 11mpart to which It i» applied. It .nay be used
alone or in combination with any medicament»
»invested by a Veterinary Surgeon, which 1»
best accomplished by melting it. Perfectly
unchangeable and antiseptic, it never becomes
rancid or evaporates, and will keep in any cli\

EQUALLY

OOOD Poll MAN OK HKAMT.

mate.

For Halls, Saddle Galls, Sprains, Cuts, Wounds, Swellings, Sores, Stable Itch, < .’aturrh, Putrid Discharges from the Nostrils, Abrasions, Iiurns, Inflammation, Poisons, Spavin, Weak
Knees, Thrush, and all Diseases of the Skin of Horses or Catttle, it is simply wonderful.
For Scratches, Hoof Kot, Corns, Tender Feet, Dry, Contracted or < .’racked Hoof, and to make
the Hoofgrow, nothing in Veterinary medicines can equal Pethocarboi.. it also prevents
Cw’s Teats from cracking, and readily relieves Swollen I’dders.
Apply wherever there is a wound, Soreness, Stiffness, I .nineties», Swelling or Inflammation.
For Catarrh or Discharges from the Nostrils, place a piece twice as large as a pea insfle each
nostril morning and night. It will make its way up into the head and afford great relief.
JAMES F. BABCOCK, Analytical and Consulting Chemist.
4 State Ht., Boston, .ÿuly 28, 1881.
Gentlemen,
Then-wilt of chemical examination and analyst* of a sample of PeteocabBOI. shows that it is composed of materialsremarkably well adapted to the purposes for «hieb
you recommend it. It is highly antiseptic, undergoe no change irith time or rs/insure, a rut
is free from all poisonous or irritating substance
Its constituents are everywhere reoognized as among the best remedial agents known to science, and i have no hesitation in approving it as eminently safe and efficacious for external use, either on man or animals.
JAMES F. BABCOCK.
Respectfully,
;»

—

<

*.

EQUALLY GOOD FOR MAN OR BEAST.
Petrocarboi. is put up iu most convenient Screw-Capped Cans, holding ono pound each.
Not only is it the best, but it is the cheapest, external application for Horses and Cattle in lieworld. With a can of Petbocarboi, every stable-man, farmer, and owner may successfully
treat every Ailment or Disease of the fikin or Hoof likely to afflict his Stock, and thus >avmany a dollar that would otherwj**HffAld>epde«i
'worthies« liniments, ointments, or sah in ïAdlctne, and Saddlers. I’r<
Price, 8-1 -00 per pound
x 1’OTTKB, Wholesale Agents,
pared by the
Boston, Mass., IT. 8. A.

I
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ELECTRICITY
AND

HEALING BALSAMS.

■

THIS onion of that grand vitalizing and restorative agent, Electricity, in a gentle and continuous current, with a highly Med: -ated Plaster composed of the choicest medicinal gums and
balsams known to modern pharmacy, each in
itself a curative marvel, is the grandest medqO LLI N s»
ical triumph of this century. It is instantly
ul
soothing, healing, aud strengthening. It be<
Igins its wonderful curative effect the moment
_jil
al
it is applied. In the Annihilation of Pain
and Inflammation, in the Vitalization of
>f■ PLASTER ni
Weak, Paralyzed, and Painful Nervous Parts
and Organs, in the Curing of Ghronic Weaknesses and Inflammatory Ailments and Diseases, in the Absorption of Poisons from the Blood
through the Pores, and the. Prevention of Malarial and Contagious Diseases, it is wonderful. Compared with it in instantaneous and positive curative; action, the ordinary porous or
perforated plasters, the voltaic bands and appliances, liver belts, and other costly contrivances
sink into utter insignificance. In the most positive terms we maintain that it supersedes in
every respect all previous electrical appliances, at from one tenth to one fiftieth the cost, and
challenge contradiction.
It is-a speedy and certain cure for Pain and Weakness of the Lungs, Liver, Kidneys, and
Urinary Organs, Partial Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sciatica, Hysteria, Female Weakness, Backaches, Fever and Ague, etc.
Price, 25 cts., $1.25 for six, or $2.25 for twelve. Sold by all Druggists, Chemists, and Dealers in Medicine. Principal Depot, Weeks & Potter, 360 Washington Street, Boston, U. S. A.,
and 8 Snowhill, London, England.

Sanford’s Radical Cure
FOR

CATARRH.
The Great American Balsamic Distillation of Witch Hazel, American
Pine, Canada Fir,

Marigold, Clover Blossoms, etc., for the immediate relief and permanent cure of every form of
Catarrh, from a simple Head Cold or I nfluenza to the loss of Smell, Taste, and Hearing, Cough,
Bronchitis, and Incipient Consumption.

A Single Dose Instantly Relieves
The most

violent sneezing or Head Colds, clears the Head as by magic, stops Watery Discharges from the Nose and Eyes, prevents Ringing Noises in the Head, cures Nervous Headache, and subduesChills and Fever.

In Chronic Catarrh, Cough, Etc.,
It cleanses the Nasal Passage of foul mucus, restores the senses of Smell, Taste, and Hearing,
when affected, frees the Head, Throat, and Bronchial Tubes of offensive choking matter, Sweetens and Purifies the Breath, stops the Cough, and arrests the progress of Catarrh towards
Consumption.

Purely Balsamic and Vegetable,

Sweet, wholesome, economical, safe. Indorsed by physicians, chemists, and medical journals
throughout the world, as the only complete external and internal treatment. One bottle Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent, and Sanford’s Improved Inhaler with Treatise and Directions in one package, of all chemists and druggists, for $1.00. Ask for Sanford’s Radical Cure
for Catarrh. Principal Depot, Weeks & Potter, 360 Washington Street, Boston, U. S. A.,
and 8 Snowhill, London, England.

